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SUMMARY
Video frame rate up-conversion is an important issue for multimedia systems in
achieving better video quality and motion portrayal. Motion-compensated methods
offer better quality interpolated frames since the interpolation is performed along the
motion trajectory. In addition, computational complexity, regularity, and memory
bandwidth are important for a real-time implementation.
Motion-compensated frame rate up-conversion (MC-FRC) is composed of two
main parts: motion estimation (ME) and motion-compensated frame interpolation
(MCFI). Since ME is an essential part of MC-FRC, a new fast motion estimation
(FME) algorithm capable of producing sub-sample motion vectors at low computational-
complexity has been developed. Unlike existing FME algorithms, the developed algo-
rithm considers the low complexity sub-sample accuracy in designing the search pat-
tern for FME. The developed FME algorithm is designed in such a way that the block
distortion measure (BDM) is modeled as a parametric surface in the vicinity of the
integer-sample motion vector; this modeling enables low computational-complexity
sub-sample motion estimation without pixel interpolation.
MC-FRC needs more accurate motion trajectories for better video quality; hence,
a novel true-motion estimation (TME) algorithm targeting to track the projected
object motion has been developed for video processing applications, such as motion-
compensated frame interpolation (MCFI), deinterlacing, and denoising. Developed
TME algorithm considers not only the computational complexity and regularity but
also memory bandwidth. TME is obtained by imposing implicit and explicit smooth-
ness constraints on block matching algorithm (BMA). In addition, it employs a novel
adaptive clustering algorithm to keep the low-complexity at reasonable levels yet
xiv
enable exploiting more spatiotemporal neighbors. To produce better quality interpo-
lated frames, dense motion field at the interpolation instants are obtained for both
forward and backward motion vectors (MVs); then, bidirectional motion compensa-




As humans, we want to interact with each other to communicate and share our
experiences. This temptation led us throughout the ages to invent new technologies
to better explain ourselves. The invention of the electric generators in the early 1800s
paved the way for many electrical equipments that can be used for this purpose. In
1848, inspired from electric telegraph, F. C. Bakewell invented a scanning technique
to electrically transmit and record autographic messages [16]. This invention laid the
foundations for still image, image sequence transmission and storage. As a result,
this and similar inventions not only influenced our society but also inspired newer
and better technologies for many years to come.
Advancements in the silicon technology empowered a growth in complexity since
its invention in the mid 1900s. Over time, this drive helped replace their analog coun-
terparts with digital solutions. This transformation led to many multimedia products
and proliferation of video formats. As a result, various multimedia devices established
themselves in our everyday lives. Existence of diverse video formats with different
spatial and temporal characteristics made video format conversion an essential tech-
nology in multimedia systems.
Video format conversion techniques can be grouped into three parts: spatial,
temporal, and spatiotemporal. Spatial format conversion is achieved by scaling; spa-
tiotemporal format conversion by deinterlacing; and temporal format conversion by
frame rate conversion, or temporal interpolation. Compared with other two parts,
temporal interpolation is more complicated both fundamentally and practically. For
example, conversion from 24 Hz to 60 Hz or 120 Hz requires creation of images at new
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Figure 1: Illustration of interpolation time instants for video format conversion
from 24 Hz to 60 Hz or 120 Hz. Solid lines indicate the original frames, dashed lines
indicate the interpolated frames.
time instants as illustrated in Figure 1.
Another driving force of temporal interpolation is the inferior dynamic resolution
of ubiquitous flat-panel displays (FPDs). Compared with cathode-ray tubes (CRT),
FPDs have many advantages: lighter weight, smaller size, lower power consump-
tion, less radiation, and sharper displayed images; hence, FPDs are rapidly replacing
CRTs [10]. Due to FPDs’ heavy use, people expect them to produce superior image
quality. Also, with the added expectation that a newer technology should always
improve on its predecessors, the demand for a better picture quality display is at an
all-time high.
In recent years, the FPD market has been steadily growing in North America,
Asia, and Europe. Most common FPD technologies available in the consumer market
today are liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma display panel (PDP), and digital
light processing (DLP). They are most commonly used either as TVs or computer
monitors. Historically, PDPs were available for screen sizes larger than 40”, and
LCDs were available for screen sizes smaller than 40”. With recent technological
advances, however, LCD TVs became available for screen sizes larger than 40” with
2
competitive market prices. The LCD industry constitutes the majority of the FPD
market and is expected to grow at an annual rate of 17% [40]. Despite their appeal,
LCDs have a few disadvantages in terms of visual quality that can be addressed with
signal processing. They are as follows:
• At nonnative resolutions, LCDs produce blurriness due to scaling
• Artifacts such as noise or compression artifacts in the source video are more
visible with larger displays
• The refresh rate at standard frequencies (60 Hz for NTSC, 50 Hz for PAL) causes
motion blur and double images
• Large area flicker artifacts become more noticeable in larger displays
For improved visual perception, the input video must be processed before be-
ing sent to display. Targeting the first two drawbacks are not covered in this work;
however, temporal interpolation is one of the methods used to address the last two
drawbacks. Although LCDs are superior to CRTs in many areas, their motion por-
trayal characteristic is not as good as its antecedent CRTs [35, 48]. Inferior motion
portrayal characteristic manifests itself in visual perception either as motion blur at
low object speeds or double images at high object speeds.
Motion blur in LCDs is caused by two factors: 1) slow response time of LC material
to voltage changes, 2) hold-type character of LCDs. As a solution to the former factor,
overdrive techniques are used to compensate for the response time [79,85]. However,
even if the response time could be reduced to zero, the motion portrayal of LCDs
would still be inferior to that of CRTs due to the way pixels are displayed; this is
because CRTs use impulse-type display and LCDs use hold-type display [35, 48]. As
illustrated in Figure 2, in impulse-type displays briefly excited phosphorous results
in briefly repeating and immediately decaying images, which are integrated by the
3
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Figure 2: Perception of moving objects on a CRT and an LCD. Adapted from
Reference [35].
human visual system (HVS) and perceived as continuous; in hold-type displays, the
brightness is continuous and the integration by the HVS results in blur perception at
low object speeds and double image perception at high object speeds. Solutions to the
latter factor emulate the impulse-type characteristic of CRT. In one solution, black
frame is inserted. A better solution is dividing the backlight of panel into several
horizontal slices and lighting each sub-panel sequentially during a frame time, which
is called backlight strobing.
To further improve the quality, LCD manufacturers are increasing the panel fre-
quency, which is usually a multiple of the standard frequency. Although manufac-
turing LCDs with higher refresh rate improves the perceived quality [35], it does not
4
completely solve the problem since the source material at these instants is usually
missing in the input video. Frame rate of the source video is always kept lower than
the refresh rate of the display to reduce transmission and storage costs. Whenever the
display rate is different than the source material frame rate, video format conversion
has to be utilized; oftentimes, the display rate is the larger one, as a result extra
frames have to be generated for display.
Another case requiring the frame interpolation is the use of lower frame rate at the
encoder for better utilization of the transmission bandwidth. Some systems encode
the source video at a lower frame rate, e.g. by a decimation factor of two or three,
to reduce the number of total allocated bits while increasing the number of allocated
bits per frame, which potentially leads to a significant gain in picture quality [47,99].
However, this temporal decimation results in jerky motion at the decoded bitstream.
Frame interpolation can be utilized to improve the temporal perceptual quality of the
video.
As a result, to attain better motion portrayal, missing frames at the display time
instances need to be interpolated from the existing neighboring frames. In the litera-
ture, this process is often called frame rate up-conversion (FRC) or frame interpola-
tion. Currently, straightforward and very intuitive methods, such as frame repetition
and 2:3 pull-down, are employed for FRC. The successful creation of higher-quality
interpolated frames will greatly enhance the motion portrayal and reduce the motion
blur. Our goal, therefore, in this work is to develop such an efficient algorithm that is
capable of increasing the temporal resolution by creating higher-quality interpolated
frames.
1.1 Previous Work
FRC attempts found in the literature can be grouped into two main categories: non-
motion-compensated and motion-compensated methods; both categories can further
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be divided into two sub-categories: linear and non-linear methods [34]. In the follow-
ing, we give a brief description of each method.
1.1.1 Non-Motion-Compensated Methods
Methods discussed in this section constitute the methods proposed in the past and
may currently still be available in consumer electronics. Although they do not give
results as good as motion-compensated methods, we will mention them here for both
completeness and a better understanding of the subject. Demo video sequences show-
ing the comparison of picture repetition, picture averaging, and 2:3 pull-down against
perfect frame rate up-conversion are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
1.1.1.1 Linear Methods
The methods in this group can be easily expressed in terms of filtering operations per-
formed on one-dimensional signals. For each pixel location, consider a one-dimensional
signal composed of pixel values of the previous and future frames at the same loca-
tion. The signal can extend both to the future and past frames for several frames.
Then, the signal is up-sampled by a factor of L, filtered by a temporal filter h[n], and
down-sampled by a factor of M as shown in Figure 5. Different sets of L,M , and h[n]
result in different linear techniques.
Picture Repetition In this method, the interpolated frame is obtained by repeat-
ing the previous frame. In the case of film material (24 Hz) to 60 Hz conversion,
alternating frames are repeated once and twice to achieve the desired frame rate.
This process is commonly known as 2:3 (or 3:2) pull-down in the literature [42]. Pic-
ture repetition results in blurring for objects with small motion vectors and double
images for objects with large motion vectors. Also, it introduces motion judder in 2:3
pull-down.
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(a) Original 60 Hz sequence (b) Comparison with picture repetition
(c) Comparison with picture averaging (d) Comparison with 2:3 pull-down
Figure 3: Demo of perfect FRC against existing non-motion-compensated methods
using movingLetters video sequence.
(a) (dikbas salih 201112 phd movingLetters org.mov, 151M)
(b) (dikbas salih 201112 phd movingLetters rep.mov, 150M)
(c) (dikbas salih 201112 phd movingLetters ave.mov, 150M)
(d) (dikbas salih 201112 phd movingLetters 2-3.mov, 150M)
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(a) Original 60 Hz sequence (b) Comparison with picture repetition
(c) Comparison with picture averaging (d) Comparison with 2:3 pull-down
Figure 4: Demo of perfect FRC against existing non-motion-compensated methods
using stockholm video sequence.
(a) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stockholm org.mov, 273M)
(b) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stockholm rep.mov, 271M)
(c) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stockholm ave.mov, 271M)
(d) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stockholm 2-3.mov, 271M)
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Figure 5: Block diagram for FRC of rate M/L.
Weighted Picture Averaging Weighted picture averaging is analogous to the
spatial bi-linear interpolation in the temporal domain. The interpolated frame is
obtained from two existing frames at times k and k + 1 according to
Ik+α, avg[x] = (1− α)Ik[x] + αIk+1[x], 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (1)
where Ik[x] is the pixel intensity value at pixel position x = (x, y) of frame k and α
is the normalized distance of the interpolated frame from Ik[x].
This method gives very good results in stationary parts. However, edges become
blurred in non-stationary regions, where blurring depends on the image velocity and
local contrast.
1.1.1.2 Non-Linear Methods
Non-linear methods in this group try to minimize the blurring and double images
caused by linear methods through simple non-linear methods without using motion
compensation. One successful answer is obtained through the use of median opera-
tion [14, 15]. This work uses the center-weighted-median (CWM) operation to find
the correct position of the horizontally moving edge. The difference of the center
weighted median filtering from the original median filtering is that the CWM uses
multiple copies of the center pixel value in forming the set. For example, if seven
copies of the center pixel are used along with its three left and three right neighbors,
then we will need a 26-tap median filter. This filter compensates for horizontal mo-
tion with velocities up to three pixels. In addition, small details disappear in the
interpolated image due to the nature of median filtering.
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1.1.2 Motion-Compensated Methods
Linear methods give very good results for images where objects have very small pixel
velocities. In broadcast material, however, pixel velocities usually are not very small
and can even exceed 20 pixels per frame [34]. To get a very good quality interpolated
image, the interpolation has to be performed along the motion trajectory. In the
previous section we saw that the CWM can achieve this for very small pixel velocities.
It is also attractive due to its low complexity implementation. However, the quality
the CWM can offer is limited, and it can only be surpassed by motion-compensated
methods.
Motion-compensated approaches in the literature can be broadly categorized into
three groups based on the way they use motion estimation (ME): 1) unidirectional
ME (forward or backward), 2) both forward and backward ME, and 3) bidirectional
ME. Selection of the ME method influences the following steps in obtaining the inter-
polated image. If the first or second group is used [17,45,92], there will be overlapped
areas and holes in the interpolated image; hence, interpolation has to be modified to
take care of occluded regions. The use of the third group [27, 62] does not result in
overlapped areas and holes in the interpolated regions, i.e., each pixel is interpolated
by two pixels from the neighboring frames. However, in occlusion regions it does not
give very satisfactory results. This is due to the incorrect motion vector obtained in
these regions. Bidirectional ME cannot give accurate results if there is covering or
uncovering in the region.
These methods can further be categorized into two groups: linear and non-linear.
Linear methods can be expressed similarly as in Equation 1, with a modification on x
by a shift in reference frames proportional to the pixel displacement d between Ik[x]
and Ik+1[x]. Accordingly, motion-compensated frame averaging is obtained as
Ik+α,mca[x] = (1− α)Ik[x− αd] + αIk+1[x + (1− α)d], 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (2)
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where d indicates the displacement or motion vector. Similarly, motion-compensated
picture repetition is obtained by only shifting the pixels in Ik[x] as
Ik+α,mcr[x] = Ik[x− αd], 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (3)
Linear motion-compensated methods decrease the artifacts, but do not eliminate
them completely. To further decrease or eliminate the artifacts, non-linear methods
are employed. Non-linear methods further use order statistics to improve the qual-
ity of the interpolated image. Ojo and de Haan [34, 76] utilizes median filtering to





, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (4)
and dynamic median filtering as
Ik+α,dyn[x] = med
(
Ik[x− αd], Ik+1[x(1− α)d], Ik+α,avg[x]
)
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (5)
and their various combinations for frame interpolation.
1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of the dissertation is as follows.
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview on the human visual system (HVS). Understand-
ing of the HVS is important for understanding how we perceive images or videos.
Chapter 3 explores a new low-complexity fast motion estimation (FME) algo-
rithm to be used in FRC. A new FME algorithm capable of producing sub-sample
motion vectors at low computational-complexity is presented. Unlike existing FME al-
gorithms, the presented algorithm considers the low-complexity sub-sample accuracy
in designing the search pattern for FME. The proposed FME algorithm is designed
in such a way that the block distortion measure (BDM) is modeled as a parametric
surface in the vicinity of the integer-sample motion vector; this modeling enables low
computational complexity sub-sample motion estimation without pixel interpolation.
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Finally, the performance of the presented FME is demonstrated against the exist-
ing methods. Experimental results on video test sequences show that the proposed
FME algorithm reduces computational complexity of integer- and sub- sample ME
considerably compared with traditional methods at the cost of negligible performance
degradation.
Chapter 4 investigates a true-motion estimation (TME) algorithm and its appli-
cation to frame interpolation. A new low-complexity true-motion estimation (TME)
algorithm is presented for video processing applications, such as motion-compensated
temporal frame interpolation (MCTFI), or motion-compensated frame rate up-conversion
(MC-FRC). Regular motion estimation (ME), which is often used in video coding,
aims to find the motion vectors (MVs) to reduce the temporal redundancy, whereas
TME targets to track the projected object motion as close as possible. TME is ob-
tained by imposing implicit and/or explicit smoothness constraints on block matching
algorithm (BMA). To produce better quality interpolated frames, dense motion field
at the interpolation time is obtained for both forward and backward MVs; then, bidi-
rectional motion compensation using forward and backward MVs is applied by mix-
ing both elegantly. Finally, the performance of the proposed algorithm for MCTFI is
demonstrated against recently proposed methods and a professional video production
suite both objectively and subjectively. Experimental results show that the quality
of the interpolated frames using the proposed method is better than the compared
MC-FRC techniques.




FUNDAMENTALS OF THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
Video processing and video coding technology is advancing to better please the hu-
man observers by satisfying the requirements demanded by the human visual system.
To offer better solutions that can reproduce the world we see as accurate as possible,
understanding of the human visual system is crucial. In addition, a better compre-
hension of the Human visual system (HVS) can give rise to new insights into how
video processing can be improved for artistic and scientific purposes.
Our knowledge on vision and operation of the visual system comes from various
fields, such as anatomy, physiology, psychophysics, psychology, neuroscience, and
molecular biology to name a few. There is immense amount of information on how our
visual system works [78]; in this chapter, therefore, only a brief overview of the human
visual system and motion perception will be presented to help better understand some
of the requirements needed for video processing, especially for frame interpolation.
2.2 The Human Visual System
The HVS includes three main parts: eyes, brain, and the optic nerve. Eyes are
analogous to a camera; the optic nerve to a transmission channel; and, the brain to
a processing unit. Optical information from the eyes is transmitted to the primary
visual cortex in the occipital lobe of the brain, as shown in Figure 6. Then, this
information is then sent to many other visual centers of the brain. Different parts
of the HVS accomplish different functions; to find out how the HVS is constructed
and how it functions, let’s follow the path of the light through the parts of the HVS
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Figure 6: Human visual system. Reprinted with permission from Reference [78].
by tracing how light is converted to electrical signals, transmitted through the optic
nerve to the brain, and processed in the brain.
2.2.1 The Human Eye
The analogy between a pinhole camera and eye suggested by Arabic philosopher
Alhazen (A.D. 965-1040) enabled the understanding that vision occurs when light
from external sources is reflected from surfaces of objects and enters the eye. Later,
invention and understanding of lenses enabled Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) to study
optics and further extend this to the human eye; he is considered to be the first to
recognize that images are projected inverted and reversed by the eye’s lens onto the


























Figure 7: A cross section of the human eye.
Humans have two eyes positioned in hemispherical holes in the skull, called eye
sockets, that protects them and allows them to rotate. Each one is controlled by
six small but strong muscles, called extraocular muscles; these muscles are controlled
by specific areas in the brain enabling scanning the visual field without turning the
entire head and focusing on objects at different depths. Similar to cameras, their
optical functions are gathering reflected light from the visual field and focusing it on
the back of the eye as a clear image.
A cross section of the human eye is illustrated in Figure 7. What an observer
perceives in a visual field is determined by processing the light emitted within or
reflected from that visual field. The light is processed by the HVS by going through
following parts of the eye in sequence: the cornea, the aqueous humor, the iris, the
pupil, the lens, the vitreous humor, and the retina.
Light coming to the eye is first refracted at the cornea, which is a transparent
protective layer with refractive surface acting as a lens. Next it passes through the
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aqueous humor and enters the eye through the pupil, which is a hole in the center
of the colored iris acting as an aperture stop. Then, the light is refracted again
at the the lens to form a focused image on the retina. Next, the light continues
through the vitreous humor, which is a transparent jellylike tissue filling the eyeball
to maintain its shape. Finally it reaches to the retina. The light rays are detected
by the photoreceptors in the retina and converted into neural activity. This neural
activity is then communicated to the visual centers in the brain.
The amount of light reaching the retina is controlled by the iris and pupil without
our knowledge. The pupil dilates or constricts depending on the illumination is low or
high, respectively. In addition, both the cornea and lens bent the light so that it can
be focused on the retina resulting in a sharp image. To focus on objects at different
depth, lens changes its shape by adjusting its thickness using the ciliary muscles to
achieve a variable focusing ability, which is called accommodation.
Although some of the light gets absorbed by lens, vitreous humor, and blood
vessels before reaching the retina, majority of the light coming through the pupil gets
absorbed by photoreceptors in the retina and turns into electro-chemical energy.
2.2.2 The Retina
The retina is the inner layer of the eye beneath the sclera and the choroid layers.
As soon as the light reaches the retina completing its optical path, it gets converted
into neural activity and continues its travel towards the brain for processing of this
optical information. This energy conversion is carried out by photoreceptors located
on the retina. Photoreceptors are specialized retinal cells that are stimulated by light
energy through a complex process.
There are two types of photoreceptors in the retina: rods and cones. Distribution
of the rods and cones across the retina is given in Figure 8. There are around 120
million rods in the retina except at the blind spot and the fovea; they are very
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Figure 8: Distribution of rods and cones in the human retina. Adapted from Refer-
ence [78].
sensitive to light, and only used for vision at very low light levels, which is called
scotopic conditions. Blind spot, which is also called optic disk, is the point where the
optic nerve attaches to the eye. Fovea is a small region in the center of the retina and
contains only cones. The number of cones is much less, around 8 million, and located
mostly around the fovea and in lower density on the entire retina except the blind
spot. In addition to color, they are in charge of our visual experiences under most
normal lighting conditions, which is called photopic conditions. Although the fovea
covers only about 2◦, it’s due to this small region we have very acute color and spatial
vision. There are three classes of cones: S-, M-, and L-cones, which respond mostly
to short, medium, and long wavelength regions of the visible spectrum, respectively.
As soon as the optical information is converted into neural response, some initial
processing is accomplished by other types of neurons within the retina. These neurons
include the horizontal, bipolar, amacrine, and ganglion cells as shown in Figure 9. The
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Figure 9: A cross section of retinal layers. Reprinted with permission from Refer-
ence [78].
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Figure 10: Neural pathway from the eye to visual cortex. Reprinted with permission
from Reference [78].
neural impulse generated by photoreceptors passes through these cells and reaches to
the ganglion cells. The axons of the ganglion cells come together and form the optic
nerve, then leave the eye at the optic disk to the optic chiasm.
As shown in Figure 10, nerve fibers from the two eyes meet at the optic chiasm
and extend to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which is a part of the thalamus,
and the superior colliculus. The nerve fibers from the nasal side of the retina in each
eye cross over at the optic chiasm to the opposite side of the brain, while the nerve
fibers from the other side of the retina remain on the same side of the brain. From
the optic chiasm, small pathway goes to the superior colliculus, which is a nucleus in
the brain, and the large pathway goes first to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of
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Figure 11: Four lobes of the cerebral cortex of the human brain.
cortex. Hence, each hemisphere of the brain receives visual information from the
opposite side of the visual field.
Having the small portion of nerve fibers, the superior colliculus seems to process
primarily information about where things are in the world and to be involved in the
control of eye movements. However, the primary visual cortex processes the remaining
extensive information.
2.2.3 Visual Cortex
The brain is the center of the nervous system, its main functional component is
generally believed to be the neuron, which is a specialized type of cell integrating
the activity of other neurons that are connected to it and propagating this integrated
activity to other neurons. Brain has left and right cerebral hemispheres, which are
connected by a tract of fibers known as the corpus callosum. As shown in Figure 11,
there are four lobes in each cerebral hemisphere: frontal, temporal, parietal, and
occipital. Occipital lobe is the primary cortical receiving area for visual information.
Visual information is processed primarily in the occipital lobes, and extends to parts
of the temporal and parietal lobes for more specialized processing.
The human cortex contains numerous areas that respond to visual stimuli where
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processing of the various modes of vision, such as brightness, color, form, texture,
depth, motion, takes place. These areas are collectively referred to as the visual
cortex, which is located in the occipital lobe. The visual cortex includes the primary
visual cortex, which is also known as striate cortex or V1, and extrastriate visual
cortical areas, such as V2, V3, V4, and V5.
Different areas of the visual cortex are involved in different sorts of visual process-
ing. In addition, they are organized topographically with respect to retinal locations.
In fact, there is a well-established correspondence between different areas of visual
cortex and different aspects of retinal stimulation, including brightness, color, motion,
depth, form, and texture. Although it was initially thought that the visual informa-
tion is processed serially, it is now extremely clear that a considerable amount of
processing takes place in parallel across different areas.
Experiments suggest that the inferior temporal centers in the lower (ventral) sys-
tem seem to be involved in recognition of objects, whereas the parietal centers in
the upper (dorsal) system seem to be involved in localization, spatial orientation,
and motion. These two pathways are often referred as the “what pathway” and the
“where pathway”, respectively.
A further possible relation between anatomical structure and physiological func-
tion has begun to emerge during the last two decades, which is called the physiological
pathways hypothesis. The hypothesis is that there are separate neural pathways for
processing information about different visual properties such as color, shape, depth,
and motion.
Researchers traced these differences from two classes of retinal ganglion cells: one
class is for color and form, the other class is for depth and motion. From the retina
they project to the LGN and then to different regions of V1, V2, and MT as illus-
trated in Figure 12. These areas then project to distinct higher-level areas of cortex:
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the visual pathways hypothesis. Adapted from
Reference [78].
Temporal cortex), color to area V4, and form through several intermediate centers
(including V4) to area IT (InferoTemporal cortex). From these areas, the form and
color pathways may project to the ventral “what pathway” for object identification
and the depth and motion pathways to the dorsal “where pathway” for object local-
ization.
Our understanding about the visual cortex comes historically from two sources:
patients with brain damage and Old World monkeys, especially macaques due to their
visual ability similarities to humans. We know very little about visual processing
taking place in the brain. However, recent advances in non-invasive brain-imaging
techniques, such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), offer enormous
promise for better understanding of the brain. Hopefully, the better understanding of




We have an intrinsically selective visual perception. Depending on which task we
are trying to accomplish, we focus our attention selectively on certain objects in our
visual field. As a result, our visual system gets more or better information on these
objects. This act of visual selection can be either overt or covert. In overt visual
selection, people around us can observe this, whereas in covert visual selection they
cannot. For example, people around us can tell which direction we are looking at
when we move our eyes, but can not tell which object or which property of this
object in this direction we are focusing on. There are mainly two major functions
of eye movements: fixation and tracking. Fixation refers to locating the object of
interest on the fovea, where the visual acuity is highest. Tracking refers to preserving
the fixated object of interest on the fovea regardless of movements of the observer or
the object. Although locating the object of interest on the fovea and preserving it
there can be accomplished by head and body movements as well, moving only eyes is
more efficient both in terms of time and effort it requires.
The ability of the eye to move enables the HVS to examine the surroundings by se-
lective sampling. Since the spatial and chromatic acuity are much higher at the fovea
than the remaining of the retina, visual system moves the eye so that the object of
interests fall sequentially on the fovea for detailed information about them. Different
types of eye movements are involved when we try to gather more information about
our surroundings; and, the HVS somehow stitches this spatiotemporal partially over-
lapping patches to create the 3-D representation of the visual field. In the following
subsections we briefly examine these eye movements.
2.3.1 Physiological Nystagmus
Although we are not aware of it, our eyes are constantly making minuscule involun-
tary rapid movements. This is called physiological nystagmus and caused by tremors
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in extraocular muscles. Unlike other eye movements, it’s not selective. Minuscule
movements cause the optical image on the retina to move slightly and continuously.
Researchers found out that if the image on the retina remains on the same location,
then the perception of the stabilized image mysteriously fades away within a few sec-
onds. This finding led to many extraordinary discoveries, such as the visual system’s
construction of the visual field just from contour information [61].
2.3.2 Saccadic Movements
Saccades are sudden, rapid eye movements. Their function is the fixation, i.e., locating
new objects of interest to the fovea. When we look around or read a book, these
eye movements normally occur. A saccade is a jerky movement. When a saccade
starts, its destination seems to be fixed; if this saccade misses the target, another
one always follows to fixate the intended object. A single saccade takes around 150-
200 ms to prepare and carry out. To process the information at different locations of
an object of interest, the eye fixates on average 300 ms between saccades to process
the information in each location. These sequences of fixations constitute most of our
visual perception.
2.3.3 Smooth Pursuit Movements.
If there is a moving object, the eye tries to keep the retinal image of the object
on the fovea by tracking it. These tracking movements are called smooth pursuit
eye movements. Successful tracking of an object results in nearly stationary retinal
image, as a result they enable the visual system to extract more spatial and chromatic
information from the retinal image of the moving object.
Saccades and pursuit movements are different in various aspects:
1. Smoothness: Saccades are jerky and abrupt, whereas pursuit movements are
smooth and continuous. However, if the motion of the tracked object is jerky,
then tracking will be difficult and ,as a result, pursuit eye movements can be
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jerky as well. For example, 2:3 pull-down of a panning video sequence can create
such jerky visual perception at large object motions, which is usually referred
as motion judder in the video processing literature.
2. Feedback: Unlike saccades, pursuit movements are not jerky; this is accom-
plished by employing a constant feedback correction within the visual system.
Brain and eye constantly interact with each other to control the eye muscle
movements so that smooth tracking can be accomplished by keeping the retinal
image on the fovea. Therefore, by its very nature pursuit movements require
presences of a moving object.
3. Speed: Saccades are much faster compared to pursuit movements; saccades can
attain speeds of 900◦ per second, while pursuit movements can reach speeds of
100◦ per second.
4. Acuity: Although the image of the tracked object is clear in pursuit move-
ments, objects not matching the tracking speed of the eye are perceived as
smeared and unclear due to their differing motion on the retina. This blurring
does not happen during saccades due to saccadic suppression.
Tracking capability of the visual system depends on the object speed; the faster
the object speed becomes, the harder the tracking gets.
2.3.4 Vergence Movements
We depend on vergence movements to properly convergence or divergence the eyes to
view objects at different distances from us. When we fixate and object of interest that
moves toward us or away form us, vergence movements are used to track it. They
are much slower than both saccades and purit movements, only 10◦ per second. The
difference between pursuit and vergence movements is that in pursuit eye movements
both eyes move in the same direction, whereas in vergence movements eyes move in
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opposite directions. Both movements are employed to accurately track simultaneously
if a tracked object has both depth and non-depth velocity component with respect to
the observer.
2.3.5 Vestibular Movements
Saccadic, purit, and vergence eye movements are used when the head is still. When
the head is moving, the eye has to compensate for that as well; in this case, vestibular
and optokinetic eye movements work together to have a fixed target image on the
fovea. When we rotate our head or body, vestibular eye movements keep our eyes
fixated on the object of interest we have been looking at. The name vestibular is
used to denote the fact that they are controlled through information supplied from
the vestibular system in the inner ear, which provides information about changes in
the orientation and the position of the head. Vestibular movements are faster and
more accurate than pursuit movements.
2.3.6 Optokinetic Movements
When a big portion of our visual field moves uniformly across the retina, we invol-
untarily track the movement to the edge of our visual field, and then make a rapid
movement in the opposite direction; and continue this pattern. This movement is
driven by optical translations of the whole visual field so that our visual system can
track the fixated object of interest in the visual field. For example, we observe this
movement when we are watching outside in a moving car or train; after tracking
a telephone pole through a large angle in the direction of the image motion, our
eyes make a rapid movement in the opposite direction then fixate and track another
telephone pole.
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2.4 Characteristics of the Human Visual System
2.4.1 Spectral Sensitivity
The HVS is sensitive to a portion of the electromagnetic radiation, which is also called
the visible spectrum. This band covers the wavelengths between 390 nm and 750 nm.
The lens system of the eye, cornea and lens, filters the high-frequency radiation to
protect the eye from potential damages by ultraviolet light.
2.4.2 Incremental Brightness Sensitivity
Experiments show that the smallest perceptible change in the luminance varies little
with the value of the background luminance when it is at very low levels; the absolute
change is highest around the fovea. The smallest perceptible change increases linearly
with the increasing background luminance, which is known as the Weber-Fechner law.
2.4.3 Spatial Response
Although an imaging system satisfying the linear system theory requirements can be
expressed in terms of its optical transfer function, the visual system does not fulfill
these conditions. The response of the HVS is fairly homogenous near the optic axis;
however, other parts are very sensitive to orientation. The response of the eye to
spatial detail depends on the input pattern contrast as well. Therefore, the response
of the HVS cannot be expressed with a single transfer function.
Harmonic stimuli is used for characterization of the HVS’s response to contrast
variations as a function of spatial frequency. Figure 13 shows the contrast sensitivity
of the HVS to varying spatial frequency, this plot is called the contrast sensitivity
function (CSF). The exact shape of the CSF for each individual is not necessarily the
same. In facts, it depends on several factors: mean luminance, spatial position on
the retina, spatial extent, orientation, temporal frequency, individual, and pathology.
The peak of the CSF is around 15 cpd and falls off rapidly on both sides. The
maximum frequency is around 60 cpd.
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Figure 13: The CSF for different mean luminance values. Empirical formulas from
Reference [8] are used to generate the CSF for each mean luminance value.
2.4.4 Temporal Response
The eye is capable of functioning at different rates of change in luminance levels
similar to its ability to function over a large range of luminance levels. With the help
of minuscule involuntary rapid eye movements, our eyes are continuously sampling
projected retinal image repeatedly. Then, sampled information is integrated and sent
to brain for further processing. Due to this repeated sampling, there is a finite amount
of time for collecting, processing, and sending the data; as a result, the HVS has an
inherent response limitation to rates of change in luminance levels. The ability of
the HVS to see a sequence of light pulses depends on not only the luminance level
but also the pulse duration that the light is on as well. If the rate is below certain
threshold value, it is perceived as separate light pulses. Around this threshold value,
it is perceived as a steady light with intensity changes, which is called flicker. Than
at a certain frequency, the flicker disappears and the HVS perceives it as a steady
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light; this value is called the critical flicker frequency or critical fusion frequency and
is affected by several factors [59]. Critical flicker frequency is stated by Ferry-Porter
law to be a linear function of the logarithm of the luminance.
The eye sums the effects of absorbed individual quanta of light over a very short
period of time, which is called the critical duration/period of vision. Bloch’s law
explains this as a constant value that is equal to the product of luminance and the
stimulus duration. This period of integration is different for rods and cones; it is
up to 100 ms for rods and 10 to 15 ms for cones. In addition, temporal integration
depends on the size of the stimulus as well; decreased stimulus size results in increased
temporal integration, as a result leads to inferior temporal discrimination [59].
Similar to characterization of the spatial vision as in Figure 13, temporal vision can
be characterized as well. This is called the temporal contrast sensitivity function (T-
CSF), which is a plot temporal contrast sensitivity at varies frequencies. Figure 14(a)
shows the measured results of the T-CSF for a typical observer for mean luminance
values ranging from 0.06 to 9300 trolands at a range of frequencies; T-CSF has a
bandpass characteristics with a peak around 15 to 20 Hz at higher luminance values,
and with decreasing luminance value the T-CSF response becomes more like a low-
pass with decreasing peak value. Figure 14(b) shows the replotted data with y-
axis normalized with the absolute contrast sensitivity value, which is the contrast
sensitivity value at the lowest frequency of each curve. At higher frequencies curves
converge for all different luminance levels indicating that the HVS cannot adapt to
the signal. At photopic light levels the CFF is around 60 Hz and at low light levels
the CFF is approximately 15 Hz. Temporal resolution at low luminance values is not
as efficient at that of high luminance values.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14: Temporal CSF as a function of mean luminance for a large flickering
field. Replotted from Reference [56].
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2.5 Motion Perception
Perceiving movements is an essential part of our existence. Moving objects grasp our
attention more forcefully than stationary objects. If we notice a moving object in our
peripheral vision, generally we instinctively turn our eyes to better understand what
is really happening as it could be an object that could harm us. In the HVS, the
perception of motion of an external stimulus can be produced in one of the following
ways:
• Real: This is the usual perception under normal conditions; an object physi-
cally is displaced from one point to another in continuous time.
• Apparent (stroboscopic): This is an illusion of movement that can be created
by rapid presentation of completely static images.
• Induced: If the background surrounding an object moves one way, the object
may be seen to move in the opposite way; for example, the moon can appear to
move behind the clouds.
• Autokinetic: When a stationary spot of light is viewed for an extended period
of time in total darkness then it is perceived as moving.
• Aftereffects: When an observer stares for an extended period of time at a field
of image elements moving at a constant direction and speed, the HVS adapts to
this motion. Subsequent motion perception after this motion stops will appear
to move in the opposite direction. For example, staring at a waterfall can create
this perception.
In this section, our focus is on the apparent motion and the other cases are beyond
the scope of this dissertation.
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2.5.1 Apparent Motion
Apparent motion is not a real motion, motion perception in the HVS is the result of
rapid presentation of completely static images; hence, it is a visual illusion. Today’s
motion picture technologies, such as television, film, computer graphics, and video,
rely on this illusion; sequence of pictures or frames are either captured using video
camcorders or created using some other methods, and these frames are later displayed
at a proper rate.
Early uses of apparent motion were by researchers in psychology and physiology.
First studies on apparent motion was by Exner in mid 1870s, he used regular alterna-
tion between the two stimuli separated by a distance. At a specific rate of alternation
and distance, observers always perceived clear and continuous motion of light that
moved between the two stimuli. In addition, it also received significant attention from
Gestalt psychologists, especially from Wetheimer; their studies using two static lights
at different alternation rates showed different motion impression at different rates.
As they changed the rate from very fast to very slow, they observed the following
perceptions:
• Simultaneous flicker When the rate of alternation is faster than about 40 Hz
(25 ms per presentation), motion is not perceived from one light to the other.
On the contrary, two separate flickering lights appear in two different positions.
• Phi motion When the rate is slowed moderately, motion is perceived between
the two lights without the perception of intermediate positions.
• Beta motion When the rate is a slowed down to around 10 Hz (100 ms per
presentation), motion is perceived; a single light appears to be moving contin-
uously back and forth between the two lights. Intermediate states of the light
between the two lights are perceived as if the light were moving continuously.
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• Sequential alternation When the rate of alternation is slowed down to about
2Hz (500 ms per presentation), motion is not perceived. Instead, the perception
changes to two distinct lights alternately flashing on and off in two different
positions.
Later, another Gestalt psychologist Korte, who is a student of Wertheimer, studied
the dependence of apparent motion on three parameters: intensity of the two lights,
distance between the two lights, and the alternation rate.
For a successful perception of apparent motion there are two factor to consider
for a proper rate. First, the display rate has to be enough for a smooth continuous
movement perception; second, it has to be high enough so that flicker is not perceived.
For example, films are created at 24 fps, which is good enough for smooth movement
perception; however, if they are projected at this rate observers perceive flicker. As
a result, each frame is displayed three times using a three-blade shutter resulting in
effective 72 Hz, which is fast enough for flicker-free perception. Similarly, in CRT TVs
30 fps is good enough for motion perception. However, this is to slow for CFF; hence,
displaying each frame twice by interlacing the odd and even fields results in effective
60 Hz. As a result, perception is flicker-free and continuous.
2.5.1.1 The Correspondence Problem of Apparent Motion
The existence of motion perception from apparent motion suggests that the HVS
perceives motion between the corresponding objects of the consecutive frames. In
real motion, correspondence problem refers to finding a unique mapping between the
the points or objects belonging to two simultaneous images from slightly different
viewpoints, i.e., one from each eye. As a result of this activity, the brain reconstructs
the 3-D view from the 2-D retinal images of left and right eyes. In apparent motion,
correspondence problem is slightly different. The HVS has to figure out the corre-






Figure 15: Correspondence of two moving dots. Adapted from Reference [78]
point.
Although apparent motion of one point using two stimuli is simple and straight-
forward. It may get ambiguous as the number of objects at different structures are
included in the scene as it may result in many possible solutions. Figure 15 illustrates
the case with only two dots. It is observed by the observers as moving horizontally,
vertically, clockwise, or counterclockwise. However, when a barrier is put in between
either horizontally or vertically it forces our percept to horizontal or vertical move-
ment, respectively.
There are several factors affecting the perception; distance between the objects,
inherent properties of the objects, rate of the alternation, and the neighboring ob-
jects. Currently accepted explanation states that the most forceful of the factors
in solving the correspondence is the distance between the potentially corresponding
objects. If all other factors are the same then the closest objects will be perceived





Figure 16: The wagon-wheel illusion. Adapted from Reference [78].
which spoked wheel appears to rotate backwards. A four-spoked wheel is illustrated
in Figure 16. If the rotation angle per frame modulo 90◦ is between 0◦ and 45◦, then
the wheel appears to rotate forward; if the rotation angle per frame modulo 90◦ is
between 45◦ and 90◦, then the wheel appears to rotate backward.
Moreover, frame display rate can also influence the solution to the correspondence
problem. For example, the motion of the three dots shown in Figure 17 is perceived
differently at different rates. When the rate is slow, all three dots appear to move as
a group; whereas, when the rate is fast only the outermost dot appear to move while
the other two dots remains still. Recent studies suggest a trade-off between time and
distance in solving the correspondence problem; at high frame rates shorter distance
is preferred, whereas at slow frame rates longer distance is preferred.
There is another version of the correspondence problem called the aperture prob-
lem that emerges in both real and apparent motion. Its importance in motion percep-
tion comes from the fact that the cells coding motion in the HVS respond as if they
are viewing a small portion of the visual field through an aperture due to their small
receptive fields. The aperture problem means the local ambiguity in the velocity of
motion due to its partial view through an aperture. For example, Figure 18 shows
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perception perception





Figure 18: Different apertures of a diagonally moving line. Adapted from Refer-
ence [78].
a line moving diagonally, it shows the position of the line at times t1 and t2. Since
the line is uniform, there are no unique points to help with the correspondence at
different times at aperture problem areas. There is ambiguity in apertures A and C;
however, actual motion will be perceived in apertures B and D due to existence of
unique points. Although apertures A and C are ambiguous, observers usually perceive
them as moving perpendicular to their orientation. This perception corresponds to
the minimum speed and distance line could have.
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Figure 19: Illustration of the barber pole illusion. Adapted from Reference [78].
2.5.1.2 The Aperture Problem
There is a tendency in the HVS to extrapolate the unambiguous motion of unique
points to other parts of the same object if there is no conflict. A good example for
this tendency is the barber pole illusion, as illustrated in Figure 19. A barber pole is a
cylinder painted with spiraling red and white stripes. Although it rotates continuously
around its central vertical axis, it is usually perceived as moving upwards.
It is obvious that along the middle of the stripes there is ambiguity in apertures.
However, at the left and right ends of stripes they appear to move upward, at the
bottom and top ends of stripes they appear to move leftward. It turns out that the
longer side dominates the perception as there are more stripes on the longer side, as
a result the barber pole appears to move upward. If the barber pole was short and
thick instead of being long and thin, then it would appear to move leftward.
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CHAPTER III
FAST MOTION ESTIMATION WITH
INTERPOLATION-FREE SUB-SAMPLE ACCURACY
3.1 Introduction
Motion estimation (ME) algorithms play a significant role in video coding and sev-
eral video processing applications, such as noise reduction, de-interlacing, and frame
rate up-conversion (FRC). Compared with other ME methods, block matching algo-
rithms (BMAs), especially, gained widespread adoption partly due to their straightfor-
ward and simple implementation, and hardware-friendly parallelized structure; hence,
BMA is part of different techniques and standards, such as ISO MPEG-1/2/4, ITU-
T H.261, H.263, and H.264 [1–5]. In BMA, the current video frame is divided into
macroblocks, and for each macroblock a displacement vector is found by search-
ing the reference video frame within a predefined search area for the best matching
macroblock. The resulting displacement vector is the estimated motion for the cor-
responding macroblock. The search process is restricted to a limited search area in
the reference frame; exhaustively searching all possible candidates within this search
area for the best match is called the full search (FS). During the last three decades,
numerous algorithms were proposed that targeted the reduction of the computational
complexity of FS with minimal performance degradation. A possible classification of
these attempts results in five categories: reduction of search points (SPs), simplifi-
cation of matching criterion, multi-resolution search, predictive search, and fast full
search. Existing FME algorithms employ one or a combination of these categories.
The focus of this paper falls in the reduction of SPs category.
Different block matching strategies and the corresponding search patterns with
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various shapes and sizes have tremendous effect on both search speed and per-
formance. These attempts started with the three-step search (TSS) and the 2D-
logarithmic search (2DLOG) [49, 58] techniques. These and similar reduced step
search algorithms make use of the unimodal error surface assumption, which states
that the matching error monotonically decreases towards the global minimum. TSS
employs rectangular patterns that decrease in size using three consecutive steps.
2DLOG employs the search in a linear direction. Due to its simplicity and effec-
tiveness, TSS became the most popular among FME algorithms and found its way
into some coding standards as well. These methods achieve significant computational
complexity reduction at the cost of decreased estimation accuracy. Later, it is rec-
ognized that the unimodal error surface assumption is not always satisfied for the
whole matching surface. In fact, these algorithms were easily trapped into a local
minima because of the initial uniform distribution of SPs. These algorithms are very
efficient for sequences with large motion vectors. However, that is not the case for
sequences with small motion vectors. Li et al. [67] pointed out that the distribution
of motion vectors for real-world video sequences is in fact highly center-biased. With
the realization of the center-biased nature of motion vector (MV) distribution, the
new three-step search (NTSS) [67] algorithm paved the way to faster ME techniques.
Several other algorithms improved on the NTSS by employing early termina-
tion, such as the four-step search (FSS) [80], the diamond search (DS) [91, 108], the
cross-diamond search (CDS) [21], the hexagon search (HS) [106, 107], and the cross-
diamond-hexagon search (CDHS) [22]. The NTSS modifies the first step of the TSS
by including the 8-neighbors of the central point and applying early termination if
the resulting MV is (0, 0). If the resulting MV is one of the 8-neighbors of the central
point, then the NTSS checks the remaining 8-neighbors of the first step result and
then either stops or continues like TSS, depending on the minimum being one of the
central points or not. NTSS performs better than TSS both in terms of minimizing
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the number of search points (NSPs) and not compromising the estimation accuracy.
TSS has 25 fixed SPs to check. But, the NSPs for NTSS varies between 17 and 33.
FSS focuses on reducing the worst case computational requirement of NTSS at a
negligible loss in estimation accuracy. In the first step, FSS uses the central point
and its two-pixels away 8-neighbors1. In the second and third steps it continues by
checking the remaining two-pixels away 8-neighbors of the SP giving the minimum
estimation error if it is not the central pixel. In the fourth step, it checks one-pixel
away 8-neighbors. FSS reduces the worst case computational requirement from 33 to
27 SPs and lowers the average NSPs. Its performance is between TSS and NTSS. DS,
CDS, HS, EHS, CDHS, and other similar algorithms continued the same path and
decreased the average NSPs even further with a small compromise in the estimation
error [21, 22,91,106–108].
All of these algorithms perform integer-sample ME, and oftentimes sub-sample
accuracy (SSA) is needed to increase the accuracy of ME. Although these FME algo-
rithms can be easily modified to perform sub-sample ME, straightforward extension
is usually obtained through a hierarchical approach and results in increased compu-
tational complexity and excessive storage requirements. This increase, however, con-
flicts with the objective of the FME and seriously degrades its efficiency. Performing
sub-sample ME requires available sub-sample locations of the reference frame. To
obtain MVs with SSA, once integer-sample ME is performed, the neighboring eight
half-sample locations around the best integer-sample location are tested to find the
best 1/2-sample location and this procedure is repeated for lower sub-sample levels.
These sub-sample locations are obtained by interpolation of the reference frame and
this needs to be done in advance; also, this process is time consuming and requires
increased memory space. Matching criteria evaluated at these sub-sample locations
result in sub-sample MVs. Depending on the application, 1/2-sample, 1/4-sample, or
1n-pixels away 8-neighbors refer to pixel locations (∓n, 0), (0,∓n), (∓n, n), and (∓n,−n)
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1/8-sample accuracy is used.
To the authors’ knowledge, a survey in the area of FME techniques reveals that
SSA with FME has not been addressed by the aforementioned algorithms. Presum-
ably, they assume the availability of the pixel values at the sub-sample locations and
continue the search hierarchically to the lower sub-sample levels, which requires 8n
SPs to check for 1/2n-sample accuracy. Since the hierarchical approach of obtaining
MVs with SSA results in increased complexity, FME algorithms producing MVs with
SSA at lower complexity are highly desirable. Obtaining sub-sample MVs without
using intensity interpolation can be achieved by modeling the estimation error as a
parametric error surface in the locality of the integer-sample. Hill et al. [41] modeled
the surface as a parabolic surface with six parameters and showed that this model is
reasonable for any stationary two-dimensional signal and extremely close to the ac-
tual interpolation surface for sources with Gaussian-shaped autocorrelation functions.
The method assumes that the block distortion measure (BDM) at the integer-sample
MV point and its 8-neighbors are known. Hence, it can only be applied to the FS,
TSS, FSS, and DS out of the aforementioned algorithms. Modeling the surface with
fewer parameters, i.e., five, is also addressed [23,41], where the BDMs at the location
of the integer-sample MV point and its 4-neighbors are used. However, the perfor-
mance obtained with this model is inferior to models using 8-neighbors. Hence, we
concentrate only on models using 8-neighbors so that the performance is not lessened.
It is clear that the reduction of SPs and sub-sample ME are decoupled for most of
the FME algorithms in the literature. In this paper, we propose a FME algorithm
that considers both SP reduction and sub-sample ME simultaneously. The proposed
method can produce MVs with SSA through FME and without using intensity inter-
polation for sub-sample ME.
In Section 3.2, the proposed integer-sample FME algorithm is presented; in the
rest of the paper this method will be referred to as the 8-neighbor search (ENS)
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algorithm. Then, in Section 3.3, sub-sample accuracy is reviewed and a modification
is presented. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section 4.5. Finally,
Section 4.6 concludes the paper.
3.2 Eight-Neighbor Search Algorithm
Although the ENS algorithm has no restriction on search window size similar to DS,
CDS, and HS, a search window of w = ±7 with a block size of B × B is considered
here for easier comparison to other FME algorithms and explanation. Also, it exploits
the center-biased characteristics of MV distribution. The goal is not only to reduce
the average NSPs but also to ensure that the BDM of the integer-sample MV point
along with its 8-neighbors are calculated so that the subsequent interpolation-free
SSA model can be used successfully. In this section, an integer-sample FME algorithm
achieving this purpose is presented. For ease of explanation, n-pixels away 8-neighbors
is defined as
N n8 = {(x, y)|x = −n, 0, n ; y = −n, 0, n} \ {(0, 0)}, (6)
where (x, y) denotes the rectangular coordinates relative to the location of the pixel
of interest. Clearly, N n8 for n = 1 gives the immediate 8-neighbors of the pixel of
interest.
The proposed method utilizes the set of pointsN 18 ∪{(0, 0)} in the first step similar
to the NTSS algorithm. The details of the ENS algorithm for a search window of
w = ±7 are as follows:
Step 1) Points in N 18 ∪ {(0, 0)} of the search center are checked, and the minimum
BDM point is found. Then, the remaining immediate 8-neighbors of the mini-
mum BDM point are checked. If the minimum BDM point is the search center,
the search is stopped, i.e., MV=(0, 0). Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2) Points in N 38 of the search center are checked. If the minimum BDM point
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is the search center, the search is stopped, i.e., MV=(0, 0). Otherwise, go to
Step 3.
Step 3) Check the remaining 8-neighbors N 38 of the minimum BDM point. Up-
date the minimum BDM point. Check the immediate 8-neighbors N 18 of the
minimum BDM point.
The point giving the minimum BDM is declared as the integer-sample MV for this
block.
The proposed method selects the step sizes more prudently compared with TSS,
NTSS, and similar algorithms. They check the four-pixels away 8-neighbors, N 48 ,
first. Then, the two-pixels away 8-neighbors, N 28 , of the minimum BDM point are
checked. Finally, the immediate 8-neighbors, N 18 , of the minimum BDM point are
checked. Hence, the step sizes of these algorithms are 4−2−1, whereas, the proposed
algorithm uses 3 − 3 − 1, instead. The approach taken by these methods decreases
the size of the possible reachable area faster than the proposed method. As can be
observed from Figure 20, the number of possible reachable points by TSS at each step
are 152 → 72 → 32, whereas for the proposed algorithm they are 152 → 92 → 32; the
reachable points at the second step are shown with a light-blue shade in the figure.
Compared with TSS, the first step size gives a more center-biased nature and the
second step size offers a larger reachable area to the proposed algorithm.
3.3 Sub-sample Accuracy without Interpolation
In applications employing ME, oftentimes integer-sample MV is not sufficient to
achieve the desired quality level; hence, integer-sample ME is followed by sub-sample
ME for improvement. Sub-sample accuracy improves the quality substantially at the
cost of increased complexity; sub-sample ME constitutes a significant amount of the
overall computational complexity [102]. As a result, a coarse-to-fine manner is used




Figure 20: a) 4 − 2 − 1 step-size illustration, b) 3 − 3 − 1 step-size illustration, c)
illustration of the integer-sample MV point and its 8-neighbors. In illustrations a)
and b), the light-blue shaded area indicates the potential reachable search points in
the second stage.
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ME. Then, refinement can be achieved by two different approaches: 1) direct interpo-
lation of the reference frame followed by sub-sample ME or 2) 2-D polynomial surface
modeling of the BDM in the vicinity of the integer-sample MV.
For the first method, refinement is usually achieved as follows: first, interpolate
the reference frame search area at sub-sample locations, and then perform sub-sample
ME around the coarse MV. Evidently, there will be repeated interpolation of some
of the pixel neighborhoods since the search area of different blocks may overlap. One
alternative to this approach is to pre-compute the sub-sample location data for the
entire frame; however, this results in increased memory requirements. Using short-
length interpolating filters, and employing sub-sample ME in a hierarchical fashion
in the vicinity of the selected integer-sample MV are among the common techniques
used to decrease the complexity of the sub-sample ME. Regardless of how the sub-
sample data is obtained, additional 8n SPs are checked for 1/2n-sample accuracy
in hierarchical sub-sample ME approach. Hence, real-time application use of this
method becomes harder to justify because of its increased computational complexity.
Also, the need for more accurate estimation of MVs is increasing. For example, in
recent video compression standards, as low as 1/8-sample accuracy is employed to
achieve a better RD optimization.
For the second method, refinement is achieved by modeling the BDM values in the
vicinity of the integer-sample MV as a 2-D polynomial surface. There are different
estimation models and methods. Estimation models range from using integer-sample
MV point along with its 4-neighbors to 8-neighbors, which gives rise to 2-D poly-
nomial surface models having a different number of parameters. Solutions of these
models result in different solution methods ranging from underdetermined models
to overdetermined models. Hill et al. [41] discuss a model that is controlled by six
parameters, which is called complete-system model (CSM); after pointing out the in-
feriority of the underdetermined model that uses 4-neighbors and the overdetermined
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model that uses 8-neighbors, they propose a model that uses 4-neighbors and one
of the diagonal neighbors such that this diagonal neighbor point best fits the model
compared with other diagonal neighbors. Hence, a total of five neighbors along with
the integer-sample MV point is used to estimate six parameters of the 2-D parabolic
surface. In the next subsection, we give the details of this model.
3.3.1 Parabolic Model
Hill et al. [41] use a parametrically controlled parabolic surface model that was orig-
inally suggested by Giunta et. al [38] as
fd(x, y) ≈ f(x, y) = Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2 +Dx+ Ey + F, (7)
where f is the estimated BDM value of a block, and x and y are the coordinates of
the estimation centered at the integer-sample MV of that block. Both x and y vary
between [−1.0, 1.0]. Hence, after obtaining the unknown coefficients of the model
from data, estimated BDM values at sub-sample locations can be easily calculated
using f(x, y), and the location giving the minimum value,
x̂ = (x̂, ŷ) = arg min
x,y∈(−1,1)
f(x, y), (8)
can be found using a heuristic or gradient search type algorithm.
Once the integer-sample ME is finished, BDM values of the integer-sample MV
point and its 8-neighbors, which are shown in Figure 20(c), are available. Approxi-
mated BDM value, (7), evaluated at these nine points gives nine equations. Then,
these equations are used to estimate the unknown parameters A,B,C,D,E, and F .
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The proposed solution of Hill et al. [41] is
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where fj, for notational simplicity, denotes the value of the BDM evaluated at the
pixel location labeled with j = 0, 1, ..8 and fd,k is the estimate of fk using (7) with
parameters A,Bk, C,D,E, and F . Bk is the value of B found with the system of
equations using points 1,3,4,5,7, and k. Hence, CSM uses the inteegr-sample MV
point, its 4-neighbors, and one of the diagonal neighbors. Although CSM gives better
results compared with overdetermined and underdetermined models, they are clearly
discarding three data points.
It is known by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [86, 87] that any 2-D continuous
function defined on a closed interval can be uniformly approximated by a polynomial
with two variables. In addition, sub-sample maps at 1/8-accuracy presented by Chiew
et al. [23] suggest that the quality of the approximation can be increased. Hence, to
better employ these three discarded data points, another model with more parameters
can be used.
The model proposed in (7) can be seen as a second-order bivariate Taylor poly-








Note that the number of monomials in an n-th order Taylor approximation is r =
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/2. The order can be increased to three to offer more flexibility, as the
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second derivative will not necessarily evaluate to zero, hence allowing variation across
the surface. Increasing the order to three improves the accuracy of the approximation
by adding the monomials {x3, x2y, xy2, y3}. In the next subsection, the proposed
method to obtain the coefficients of this bivariate polynomial is presented.
3.3.2 Parameter Estimation
The proposed polynomial approximation has ten unknown parameters, whereas only
nine data points are available. To better explain the monomial selection for the given
data points let’s express the value of the polynomial given in (10) as
f(x, y) = mTp, (11)
where m is the monomial vector described as
m = [m0,m1, . . . ,mr−1]
T =
[x0y0, x1y0, x0y1, . . . , xdy0, xd−1y1, . . . , x1yd−1, x0yd]T ,
and p is the parameter vector defined as
p = [p0,0 , p1,0 , p0,1 , . . . , pd,0 , pd−1,1 , . . . , p1,d−1 , p0,d ]
T ,
and d is the order of Taylor approximation.
Evaluating (11) at nine points gives the following system of equations:
f = [m0|m1| · · · |m8]Tp = Mp (12)
where mj refers to the monomial vector evaluated at point j. M can be viewed as a
matrix of columns as well, where each column corresponds to a monomial evaluated
at nine points. To have a unique solution, the columns of M have to be linearly inde-
pendent. It is observed that for given sampled values, columns of M corresponding
to monomials {x3, y3} are the same as the columns of M corresponding to monomials
{x, y}, respectively. To have a nonsingular MTM matrix, we need to remove mono-
mials {x3, y3} and add one more monomial from the additional monomials of the
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fourth-order approximation terms, {x4, x3y, x2y2, xy3, y4}. It can be easily observed
that only the x2y2 term gives a unique solution since the other columns correspond-
ing to terms {x4, x3y, xy3, y4} are the same as columns corresponding to the terms
{x2, xy, xy, y4}, respectively. Although monomials are linearly independent, for the
given nine data points some monomials give the same values at these points, e.g., x and
x3, x2 and x4, xy and x3y. Hence, the monomials {1, x, y, x2, xy, y2, x2y, xy2, x2y2}
are used to have a unique solution using the specified nine data points. In this case,
the solution is
p2,2 = f4 −
1
2
(f3 + f5 + f1 + f7) +
1
4
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Comparing (9) and (13) reveals that the proposed polynomial approximation gives
the same answer as CSM method for lower-order coefficients p2,0, p0,2, p1,0, p0,1, and p0,0.
Since all nine data points are used, the p1,1 term is calculated directly. Besides, the
accuracy is increased due to the additional terms p2,1, p1,2, p2,2. Unlike CSM method,
the quality of the approximation does not need to be checked. Compared with the
solution (9), the solution (13) does not require minimization of a cost function to
select p1,1 term, as a result saves 12 function evaluation. Also, it is easily obtained
by addition and bit shift operations.
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3.4 Experimental Results and Discussion
















































Figure 21: PSNR degradation from the FS versus SIR with respect to the FS for
different FME algorithms using video sequences in Groups A, B, and C.
The proposed algorithm has been successfully tested on a variety of video se-
quences to evaluate its performance compared with existing similar algorithms. A
few of the results are shown in this paper. To analyze only the effect of the search
algorithm, unlike ME in video coding applications, backward ME is performed be-
tween successive original frames and MSE is calculated using the original and its
corresponding motion-compensated frame. This approach avoids the influence of
rate-distortion optimization and error propagation. ME is conducted by using only
the 8-bit luminance component and sum of absolute differences (SADs) is used as the
BDM.
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Three different experiments have been considered. In the first experiment, the
first 100 frames of 15 QCIF (176× 144) sequences are tested with different FME
algorithms against the FS, where a search window of w = ±7 with block size of 8×8
is used in the the simulations. These sequences are classified into three groups based
on the amount of spatial detail and motion activity for easier interpretation.
• Group A: Akiyo, Claire, Container, Grandma, and Miss America
• Group B: Hall Objects, Mother & Daughter, News, Salesman, and Sign
• Group C: Carphone, Coastguard, Foreman, Suzie, and Tennis.
Although a search window of w = ±7 suffices for QCIF sequences, larger search
range is required for larger resolutions. Usually, a combination of the reduction of
SP technique with predictive search or multi-resolution search technique is used to
achieve this. In the second experiment, four 4CIF (704×576) sequences are tested
with different FME algorithms against the FS where search center prediction is used
to precede the search algorithm to cover a larger search range. For search center
prediction, MVs of the left, top, top-right spatial blocks; co-located previous temporal
block; and (0, 0) are employed. The tested sequences are City (600 frames), Harbour
(600 frames), Ice (480 frames) and Soccer (600 frames). As a benchmark, the FS
scheme that uses a search window of w = ±32 without search center prediction is
also included.
In the third experiment, SSA is examined. To analyze only the effect of SSA
method, integer-sample FS is followed by different SSA methods using the CIF se-
quences used in the first experiment. Bilinear interpolation is used for obtaining the
sub-sample pixel values. The methods used for comparison are: full quarter-sample
accuracy (FQSA), hierarchical quarter-sample accuracy (HQSA), hierarchical half-
sample accuracy (HHSA), CSM method by Hill et al. [41], the proposed parametric
sub-sample accuracy (PSSA), and hybrid parametric sub-sample accuracy (HPSSA).
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Figure 22: The average PSNR degradation from the FS versus the average SIR with
respect to the FS for different FME algorithms using QCIF video sequences.
FQSA checks all available quarter-sample SPs, totaling 49 NSPs. HQSA checks 18
NSPs, i.e., first, 8 half-sample points around the best ISA point, and then 8 quarter-
sample points around the best half-sample point. HHSA checks only 8 half-sample
points around the best ISA point. For CSM and PSSA methods, polynomial model
is evaluated at half-sample and quarter-sample points in a hierarchical manner. In
HPSSA, evaluation of PSSA at half-sample points is followed by checking the SAD
of immediate quarter-sample 4-neighbors.
To compare the effectiveness of the proposed ENS algorithm, both the average
MSE per pixel and the average NSPs per block are used against seven other BMAs:
FS, TSS, NTSS, FSS, DS, HS, and CDS. Results of the first and second experiments
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are given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. P+ denotes the preceding search
center prediction in Table 2. To make the comparison much easier, the average MSE
and NSP are given for the FS; the average MSE change from the FS and the speed
improvement ratio (SIR) with respect to the FS are given for the FME algorithms.
In addition, the average PSNR change from the FS versus the SIR with respect to
the FS are plotted for the first experiment in Figures 21 and 22.
For video sequences in groups A, B, and C NTSS gives the lowest MSE degradation
from the FS and CDS gives the highest SIR. However, MSE degradation of CDS can
be quite large compared with others. ENS gives very small degradation from NTSS
and its SIR gets close to the SIR of CDS for CIF sequences.
As shown in the overall comparison in Figure 22, CDS is always the fastest algo-
rithm; however, its PSNR degradation from the FS can be quite large compared with
other algorithms. On the other hand, NTSS always gives the minimum PSNR degra-
dation from the FS, but it is not as fast. CDS and HS were proposed to improve the
speed of DS at the expense of degradation in MSE or PSNR quality [21,22,106,107];
however, ENS achieves similar SIR as CDS and HS without compromising the MSE
compared with DS. Thus, as can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2, ENS achieves the
goal of the FME algorithms; it achieves a SIR close to the SIR of CDS while having
a small MSE degradation from the FS. When compatibility with the sub-sample ac-
curacy model is considered, ENS gives the best performance compared with the FS,
TSS, FSS, and DS. Hence, it becomes evident that ENS is the best choice for sub-
sample model that achieves the fastest performance with minimal MSE degradation
from the FS.
Results of the third experiment are shown in Table 3. It shows the average im-
provement that can be achieved when SSA is employed. The second column shows the
NSPs SAD has to be calculated. FS+ denotes the integer-sample FS that precedes
the corresponding SSA. HQSA achieves as good as FQSA. As HHSA demonstrates,
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around 60% of the available SSA improvement is gained by checking the 8 half-sample
points, and the remaining 40% comes from checking the 8 quarter-sample points. Al-
though the proposed model does not achieve as good as FQSA, it performs 8% better
than CSM and close to HHSA while its complexity is lower than both CSM and
HHSA. Quality of the PSSA can be improved through a hybrid scheme, HPSSA,
from around 60% to 85% with only additional 4 SPs.
3.5 Conclusion
To reduce the computational complexity, we have proposed a FME algorithm capable
of producing MVs with SSA. The proposed FME algorithm considers both SP reduc-
tion and interpolation-free sub-sample ME simultaneously. Experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm substantially reduces computational complexity at the























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3: The average PSNR improvement of different sub-sample accuracy tech-
niques over the integer-sample FS using QCIF video sequences.
NSP ∆PSNR
Group A Group B Group C Average
FS + FQSA 49 1.75 1.60 2.33 1.90
FS + HQSA 16 1.73 1.59 2.29 1.87
FS + HHSA 8 1.05 1.06 1.53 1.21
FS + CSM 0 0.69 0.88 1.66 1.08
FS + PSSA 0 0.82 0.96 1.73 1.17
FS + HPSSA 4 1.41 1.37 1.98 1.58
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CHAPTER IV
A NOVEL TRUE-MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
AND ITS APPLICATION TO MOTION-COMPENSATED
TEMPORAL FRAME INTERPOLATION
4.1 Introduction
Motion estimation (ME) has a vital role in video coding and several video processing
applications, such as denoising, deinterlacing, and frame rate up-conversion (FRC) or
frame interpolation. It is employed to exploit the temporal correlation between video
frames either to reduce the temporal redundancy for video coding applications or to
improve the visual video quality for video processing applications.
One might argue that some of these video processing applications may potentially
utilize the existing motion vectors (MVs) from the decoder via MV post-processing
to keep the complexity low; however, this may not usually be a feasible option. This
infeasibility could be due to either difficulty of using MVs or lack of available MVs.
As video coding and video processing applications are often implemented separate
intellectual properties (IPs) in hardware, it may be very difficult to share the MVs
between decoder and other video processing applications due to bandwidth, latency,
storage, and design specification reasons. Besides, some of these video processing
applications may be employed either before the encoding or after the decoding, and
some of them may be employed at both places; if it is employed before the encoding
then MVs are not available, as a result ME needs to be performed. For example, FRC
is employed only at the display side after the decoder; deinterlacing and de-noising,
however, can be utilized in both places.
In addition, the achievable visual quality using MV post-processing may not be as
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good as the quality that can be attained using true MVs since the received MVs
are generally generated at the encoder by employing ME, which utilizes a block
matching algorithm (BMA), to minimize the prediction errors instead of to track
the projected object motion. Better image and video quality is obtained when the
MVs that track the projected object motion are used in video processing applications,
such as denoising, deinterlacing, and FRC. For example, to increase the frame rate
MV post-processing may be preferred for resource-limited handheld devices, whereas
ME algorithm can be employed for high visual video quality demanding applications,
such as broadcasting, television and multimedia players [43, 44]. Besides, human vi-
sual system (HVS) tolerates artifacts better in small displays compared with large
displays due to the increased angular resolution; hence, handheld devices can tolerate
lower complexity inferior methods compared with large displays.
To distinguish ME schemes used in video processing applications from regular ME
techniques used in video coding, they are usually termed as true-motion estimation
(TME) algorithms to emphasize the fact that their objective is to track the projected
object motion rather than to reduce the temporal redundancy1. It is not easy to ac-
curately estimate motion since ME is an ill-posed problem [90,100]. Projected object
motion usually results in a coherent motion vector field (MVF) except on the motion
boundaries; however, regular ME algorithms may not necessarily produce a coherent
MVF since their objective is to minimize the prediction error or number of bits re-
quired to code the prediction error. Hence, regular ME algorithms are susceptible
to give wrong motion trajectories despite the fact that the resulting prediction error
is very small. To obtain a coherent MVF, TME algorithms further impose smooth-
ness constraints on MVs by using their spatiotemporally neighboring blocks besides
employing regular ME.
1It is worth noting that although the MVs obtained from TME are called true-motion vectors
(TMVs), some researches refer to the MVs obtained from the full search as TMV in the context of





























Figure 23: A classification of true-motion estimation algorithms.
TME algorithms can be broadly classified into pixel-domain and transform-domain
algorithms as shown in Figure 23. Pixel-domain algorithms can be further classified
into matching-based, gradient-based, and region-based algorithms. Matching-based
algorithms include block matching and feature matching algorithms; gradient-based
algorithms include pel-recursive and block-recursive algorithms; region-based algo-
rithms include methods that segment frames into regions or objects having similar
characteristics, such as motion, color, or texture. Transform-domain algorithms in-
clude phase correlation algorithms, DCT-domain matching algorithms, and wavelet-
domain matching algorithms. Many researchers employed TME in various video
applications, such as deinterlacing, denoising, FRC, and video coding [19, 20, 26, 27,
31–33, 46, 55, 57, 77, 82, 83, 89, 98], where BMA is employed for more efficient and
hardware-friendly implementation. Some researchers employed other TME schemes
as well, such as gradient-based, object-based, and transform-domain algorithms [13,
15,24,25,28,37,62,65,68,75,93,95,97,105].
Among the TME methods, BMA is the most widespread algorithm used in video
coding and video processing applications partly due to its straightforward, simpler,
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more efficient, and hardware-friendly implementation. BMAs target to minimize an




ρ (Ik1 [n + d], Ik2 [n]) , (14)
where Ik1 and Ik2 are images at times k1 and k2, d is the displacement of n or MV
at n, B is the set of all pixels in Ik2 , and ρ(·, ·) is the matching criteria. Usually,
ρ(x, y) = |x − y|p is used by setting p = 1 for implementation simplicity, which is
usually referred to as sum of absolute differences or errors (SAD or SAE). To achieve
smoother MVFs, several different methods have been attempted in the literature.
Imposing smoothness constraint can be done either explicitly or implicitly, or both.
Approaches impose implicit smoothness constraint through the use of multi-resolution
or predictive search for BMA. Enforcing explicit smoothness constraint is generally
achieved by one of the following three ways: 1) adding a penalty term to (14), 2)
using a different matching criteria, ρ(·, ·), and 3) post-processing the MVF obtained
from applying (14).
Obtaining a robust TME algorithm for real-time video processing applications is
a very challenging task. The algorithm should not only produce a smooth MVF but
also satisfy some additional constraints for hardware implementation, such as algo-
rithm regularity, low computational-complexity, and low memory bandwidth. Most
of the reduction of the computational-complexity is usually achieved by decreasing
the number of SAD calculations of the BMA through various fast ME strategies, such
as reduction of search point, predictive search, and multi-resolution search. Similarly,
memory bandwidth is affected by the block size, search range used in the algorithm,
and the block processsing scan pattern [12].
In this paper, we propose a new TME algorithm that considers not only the
computational complexity and regularity as in the aforementioned methods but also
memory bandwidth; in addition, instead of relying on only a few of the spatiotempo-
ral MV candidates for MVF smoothness, we exploit more spatiotemporal neighbors
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by using a novel adaptive clustering algorithm to keep the number of predictors at a
reasonable amount so that the number of SAD calculations remain feasible. Consid-
ering more neighbors increases the robustness of the algorithm as blocks may undergo
quite different motions from neighboring blocks and some of the blocks may have in-
accurate MVs. After MVF is obtained using TME, it can be used in the subsequent
intended application. The accuracy of the MVF is more demanding in FRC compared
to other video processing or coding applications. Hence, we further explore the use
of the generated MVF for FRC. To obtain improved subjective and objective image
quality compared with existing methods, that is also free of blocking artifacts we
propose a novel method to obtain dense motion field at the interpolation instant and
a motion-compensated temporal frame interpolation (MCTFI) method to generate
the interpolated image.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present a review of pre-
vious research on TME and MCTFI. The proposed TME algorithm is introduced
in Section 4.3, and MCTFI is introduced in Section 4.4. Experimental results and
discussion of the objective and subjective tests are presented in Section 4.5. Finally,
Section 4.6 concludes the paper.
4.2 Previous Work
Performing TME has been the focus of video processing applications in the recent two
decades, especially for FRC. Several algorithms have been proposed for TME. They
obtain MVs that are closer to the projected object motion by imposing either explicit
or implicit smoothness constraints, or a combination of both. Unlike explicit smooth-
ness constraints, implicit smoothness constraints also help with speeding up the ME
search. For instance, they are extensively employed to obtain fast ME algorithms in
video coding [36].
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An early successful TME implementation that targets smooth MVF is 3D Recur-
sive Search (3DRS), in which spatiotemporally neighoring block MVs are used as MV
candidates to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm and improve the MV cor-
relation spatially among neighboring blocks [32]. This approach imposes smoothness
constraint implicitly through predictive search and explicitly by using median filter-
ing and penalty terms. Another method employing spatiotemporal MV candidates is
Temporal Compensated ME with Simple Block-based Prediction (TC-SBP); it aims
to further simplify 3DRS for hardware (HW) implementation by using less number
of block matching calculation per block. TC-SBP uses three spatial and three tem-
poral MV candidates for MV prediction, where temporal candidates are used to help
speed up the convergence of the algorithm for the global motion field [98]; predic-
tive search implicitly imposes smoothness constraint in this method. Although both
of these TME algorithms guarantee smoother MVFs, they have difficulty in conver-
gence for objects with quite different motions due to the limited reachable range. For
this reason, it is recommended to perform couple of passes to help convergence; for
example, three passes are recommended for 3DRS [11]. In addition, they have diffi-
culty in convergence after scene changes due to the limited temporal candidates and
reachable range. A recent method called Multi-pass and Motion Vector Propagation
(MPMVP) improves the quality of both of these methods by employing multi-pass
ME strategy along with variable block-sizes [89], where twelve passes are utilized.
Performing multi-pass ME with variable block sizes is comparable to hierarchical
ME approach; instead of obtaining lower resolutions, performing ME for fixed block
sizes, and passing the coarser MV from lower resolution to higher resolution, this ap-
proach starts with larger block sizes initially (32×32) and reduces it incrementally to
smaller (4×4) block sizes. MPMVP imposes smoothness constraint implicitly through
multi-resolution search and explicitly by modifying the matching criteria. Although
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employing multiple passes improves the accuracy of the MV considerably, it also in-
creases the memory bandwidth manyfold, which is at a premium in multimedia SoCs
as many IPs share the same bandwidth [12].
In another work, Ha et al. [39] aims to achieve more truthful motion trajectory
by using overlapped block-based ME (OBME), where a larger region is used in (14)
when evaluating the matching function for non-overlapped blocks, which corresponds
to using implicit smoothness constraint through the use of modified matching criteria.
To decrease the computational cost caused by larger size in matching, (14) is evaluated
only at sub-sampled locations. In addition, a penalty term is used for uniform and
periodical textures regions to bias the MV toward zero. Choi et al. [25] imposes
smoothness by utilizing a penalty term and post-processing the MVF by median
filter. In their later work [26], they only use a penalty term to impose smoothness. In
a recent study, Wang et al. [96] uses the matching error of high-pass filtered images
as additional penalty term to enforce the edge information.
Once the TME is performed, MVs can be used in MCTFI to obtain the inter-
polated frames. Use of MCTFI is based on the assumption that the object motion
is translational and approximately linear over the duration between temporally ad-
jacent frames. Usually, the decision on how to apply MC mandates the way ME is
performed. For FRC applications, ME is usually employed in one of the following
ways: 1) forward, 2) backward, 3) bidirectional; or a combination of them. For given
two frames at times k1 and k2, these ME schemes result in MVF at k1, k2, or kα
(k1 < kα < k2), respectively. In bidirectional ME (BME), to be interpolated frame is
partitioned into non-overlapping blocks, and the following minimization is performed
to find a MV for each block




ρ (Ik1 [n + αd], Ik2 [n− (1− α)d]) , (15)
where d is limited to a search area, and 0 < α < 1.
If unidirectional ME (UME) is used, then the MVF at k= kα is obtained either
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by temporally shifting or projecting the MVF at k1 or k2 or both to kα. Although
temporally shifting the MVF guarantees that all blocks are assigned a MV at interpo-
lation instant, it results in inaccurate MVs especially for large MV values. Projecting
the MVF to kα may result in areas with multiple MV assignment and no MV assign-
ment, which are usually referred as overlap and hole regions, respectively. Previous
attempts to handle overlap or hole regions consist of median filtering [25,63,92], ob-
ject segmentation [45, 63, 92], spatial interpolation [54], hole region processing [50],
and motion segmentation along-with mesh-based compensation [25]. Nonetheless, the
required computational-complexity of these approaches is not low and as a result not
very suitable for hardware implementation; besides, they could introduce undesired
visual artifacts. In a different approach, Ojo et al. [76] propose a pixel-based nonlinear
filtering to handle these regions implicitly. Although this method produces overall
good quality interpolated pictures, it also produces halo artifacts in occlusion regions;
Bellers et al. [9] proposed an improvement to reduce the halo artifacts by utilizing
three consecutive frames in ME.
BME attracted attention in recent years mainly due to its invulnerability to over-
lap and hole regions [18,26,27,52,53,73,84,103]. BME and UME give consistent MVs
for regions with simple translational motion; however, they have difficulty obtaining
accurate MVs for regions with occlusion, rotation, or zoom. To obtain improved
quality interpolated frames, different approaches employing a combination of BME
and UME, forward and/or backward, are proposed [51, 71, 72, 88]. One important
impediment of BME for FRC is that it has to be performed for each interpolated
frame between two frames, which can be undesired if more than one interpolation
frame is needed as in 24Hz to 60Hz conversion.
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4.3 Proposed TME Algorithm
The proposed TME algorithm uses two consecutive frames and the previous MVF to
estimate the current MVF. Similar to other practical video applications, it employs
BMA to obtain a straightforward, efficient, and hardware-friendly implementation.
To alleviate the computational-complexity of the full search (FS), BMAs usually
employ fast ME (FME) algorithms. FME algorithms generally utilize one or a com-
bination of the following categories: reduction of search points (SPs), simplification of
matching criterion, multi-resolution search, predictive search, and fast FS [36]. Out
of these categories, predictive search and multi-resolution search inherently impose
smoothness constraints on MVF. Since multi-resolution search requires additional
storage compared with predictive search we prefer predictive-search in our proposed
scheme. There are plethora of algorithms for FME, we choose ENS algorithm due
to its performance and ability to provide sub-sample accuracy at low computational-
complexity [36]. ENS algorithm along with predictive search provides an effective
FME that inherently impose smoothness constraint on MVF. In the following subsec-
tions, how explicit smoothness constraint is enforced, selection of the predictor MVs
to impose implicit smoothness constraint, and the proposed true-motion estimation
making use of both explicit and implicit smoothness constraints are explained.
4.3.1 Imposing Smoothness
Three different approaches were previously discussed in Section 4.1 for explicitly
imposing smoothness, of which only the first two are suitable during the ME pro-
cess. Using a modified matching function is usually motivated by intuition, whereas
adding a penalty term can be theoretically justified by using a Bayesian MAP es-
timator [60, 100] which imposes certain prior distribution on the model parameters.
The a posteriori probability distribution of the motion field
P (Dk = dk|Ik = Ik; Ik−1) (16)
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is used to obtain the MAP estimate by rewriting its Bayes equivalent as
P (Ik = Ik|Dk = dk; Ik−1) · P (Dk = dk; Ik−1), (17)
where Dk is a vector random field, dk is one of its realization, Ik is a scalar random
field, and Ik is one of its realization. Then, the MAP estimate of dk is computed as
follows:
d̂k = arg max
d
(
P (Ik = Ik|Dk = dk; Ik−1) · P (Dk = dk; Ik−1)
)
, (18)
where the first term is related to the observation model measuring how well dk mod-
els the change, and the second term serves as a motion model explaining the prior
information contribution of the random field Dk, such as its smoothness.
To solve (18), it is assumed that the displaced frame difference (DFD) is a zero-
mean Gaussian distribution; hence, the first term can be written as a product of
zero-mean Gaussians. In addition, it is assumed that Dk is a MRF; so, the second
term is a Gibbs distribution specified by cliques and a potential function. Using these
assumptions and two-element cliques for MRF, (18) can be recast as










where Nn is a set of neighbors of n (e.g, 4- or 8-neighbors), λ is a constant, and
‖·‖ denotes Euclidian norm. For minimization of this function different approaches
are proposed, such as simulated annealing, iterated conditional modes, highest con-
fidence first [60]; however, they are very complex, and incompatible for real-time
applications. In addition, even though this minimization gives rise to smooth MVF,
it is inconvenient since the MVF is smooth even at the object boundaries.
A sub-optimal but real-time implementation can be obtained by use of BMA.
Similar to other practical BMA algorithms, SAD can be used in the first term instead
of sum of squared differences (SSD), which corresponds to assuming that DFD is a
Laplacian distribution instead of Gaussian distribution. To prevent smoothing at the
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object boundaries, edge information can be utilized in the second term. Potential
function used in obtaining (19) is of the form
V (d[n],d[l]) = ‖d[n]− d[l]‖2, ∀ l ∈ Nn, (20)
which clearly treats each of the neighbors equally, and as a result smooths MVF even
at the object boundaries.
In optical flow regularization, discontinuity preservation is achieved by anisotropic
diffusion by limiting the smoothing at the object boundaries in the gradient direction
proportional to the gradient value. Similarly, in BMA to preserve the discontinuity
at object boundaries potential function can be modified accordingly. The potential
function can be modified as
V (d[n],d[l]) = w(n, l)‖d[n]− d[l]‖2, ∀ l ∈ Nn, (21)
so that similar blocks in terms of edge content interact with each other more than
other blocks. w(n, l) denotes a weight used to control the interaction between neigh-
boring blocks. Maximum local variance (MLV) of a block can be used to measure the







(j − µi)2 (22)
where µi is the mean value of set {i
⋃
Ni}, and |Ni| denotes the cardinality of Ni.
g(n) is a nonnegative value denoting the edge strength of block n. Figure 24 shows
a sample frame from Foreman sequence and its corresponding edge strength map.
Then, interaction between neighboring blocks can be defined similar to a Gaussian
distribution as




where κ1 is the spread parameter used to control the amount of interaction between
neighboring blocks. The range of w(n, l) is between [0,1]. If block l is similar to n in
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(a) (b)
Figure 24: A sample edge strength map for a frame from Foreman sequence. (a)
sample frame, (b) corresponding edge strength map for 4×4 block size, where edge
strength values from low to high are mapped to colors from dark blue to light blue
to green to yellow and finally to red.
terms of edge content, then w(n, l) will be close to one, otherwise to zero. This will
prevent the continuity of MVF at object boundaries; instead, it will enable blocks to
interact with similar blocks more and have more accurate and discontinuous MVs at
object boundaries.
Additionally, reliability of the neighboring blocks’ MV has to be taken into consid-
eration when imposing smoothness explicitly. Even if a neighboring block is similar
in terms of edge content, its MV may not be very accurate. To prevent imposing
smoothness due to an inaccurate MV, corresponding smoothing term could be mod-
ified according to the accuracy of the MV. Neighboring block’s BDM value can be
used as a measure of its accuracy; if the BDM is lower than a threshold value then it
is reliable, and its reliability decreases as the BDM value increases. For this purpose,
weight w(n, l) is modulated with the reliability of the MV. The modified weight term
becomes as follows:











where κ2 is the spread parameter used to control the amount of interaction between
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neighboring blocks due to reliability. If the BDM value is less than or equal to the
threshold value then the weight is not modified; once the value passes the threshold
value the modification increases proportionally. Finally, a sub-optimal MAP estimate
can be found by the following equation:











Predictive search employs MVs of spatiotemporally neighboring blocks to speed up the
ME; equally, it increases the spatial correlation of MVs. Therefore, use of predictors
implicitly imposes smoothness constraint on MVF. 3DRS uses two spatial and one
temporal block as predictor. Based on the assumption that two different motions exist
at motion edges, TC-SBP chooses three blocks that form a triangle such that current
block is contained. MPMVP follows the same assumption and utilizes a multi-pass
ME strategy, and in each pass uses a different set of predictors forming a triangle.
It’s clear that for regions with single motion only one predictor suffices; and,
for regions with complicated motion using three blocks may not capture the desired
predictor. Utilizing MVs of all of the spatiotemporal neighbors as predictors will
definitely improve the quality, although, at the cost of increased number of calculation.
Besides, some of this calculation will be redundant since the MVF is consistent.
To decrease the number of predictors to a manageable size, a clustering algorithm
such as k-means can be used to consider only a subset of the MV predictors of the
spatiotemporal neighbors.
K-means clustering is very fast, converges very rapidly, and its convergence is
guaranteed [81]. So, it can be used to reduce the considered larger data points to
much smaller number of candidates. However, it’s not suitable for our case for two
reasons: 1) it requires number of clusters to be fixed at the beginning, 2) number of
iterations is not deterministic. For our case, MVs of the neighboring blocks may form
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Clustering Algorithm
Input: Sample set: X = {xi}Ni=1,
Number of maximum clusters: K,
Maximum cluster distance: D.
Output: Cluster means: m,
Cluster labels: c.
1 Initialize m = [0, ∅, · · · , ∅], c = [1, ∅, · · · , ∅];
2 Initialize k = 1; /* # of formed clusters */
3 foreach xi ∈ {xi}Ni=2 do
4 ` = arg minj≤k‖xi −mj‖;
5 dmax = maxj<i,cj=`‖xi − xj‖;
6 if dmax ≤ D then
7 ci = `;
8 else
9 k = min(k + 1, K);
10 ci = k;
11 end
12 Update mci ;
13 end
one or more clusters depending on the scene. For example, for static regions MVs will
be grouped around zero resulting in one cluster. Depending on the region, we might
have MVs in one, two, three, or four different directions; also, we might have outlier
MVs. In addition, hardware implementation is not suitable for iterative processes if
the number of iterations is not deterministic.
To cluster the MVs in the spatiotemporal neighborhood, it is desired to have a
clustering algorithm that would adaptively give different number of clusters based on
the maximum cluster distance specified at input, along with the additional constraint
that this will take a fixed number of iterations. Hence, we modify the the k-means
clustering algorithm to perform one iteration and form the clusters adaptively up to
K clusters. Pseudocode of the proposed clustering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm takes the sample set X , maximum number of clusters K, and the
maximum cluster distance D as input; after execution it outputs the cluster means
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m and cluster labels c. Since the sample set X is formed by zero MV and MVs of
the spatiotemporal neighbors, zero MV is used in the initialization. Mean of the first
cluster is set to zero and others to undefined. Similarly, label of the first sample is
set to zero and others to undefined. Initally, number of formed clusters is set to one;
depending on the displacement of MVs, the number will adaptively increase until K.
Elements in the set, starting from second till last, are tested for the closest cluster and
then the maximum distance to the elements of this cluster are calculated; if they are
in the D proximity of a cluster, then they become a member of this cluster, otherwise
they start a new cluster. Finally, cluster mean of the assigned cluster is updated and
continued with the next sample in the set.
The output of this clustering algorithm serves as the predictor MVs for ENS
algorithm. The number of maximum clusters K is set to six to account for near-
stationary MV, possible four different directions, and outliers. Figure 25 shows a
sample clustering result with six clusters. The maximum cluster distance D is set
to 6 in accordance with the subsequent ENS algorithm. In addition, for distance
calculation L∞ norm is chosen since its unit ball for R2 is a square, which is more
appropriate for the subsequent ENS algorithm as it can effectively find local minima
in small square regions.
4.3.3 Estimating True-motion
In estimating the true-motion, both explicit and implicit smoothness constraints are
employed in the proposed method. In performing TME using BMA for hardware im-
plementation, not only computational complexity and regularity of the algorithm but
also memory bandwidth is important. In several previous TME attempts, memory
bandwidth has not been given higher priority in the design of the algorithm [32, 89].








Figure 25: A sample clustering result.
for TME, which implies three- or twelve-fold increase of memory bandwidth, respec-
tively.
In video processing applications the memory bandwidth requirement from the
off-chip memory presents a serious impediment. It is even a bigger issue for multi-
media SoCs as the off-chip memory is shared by a number of IPs [12]. To handle
this requirement, Tuan et al. [94] propose four different levels of data reuse for ME
depending on the reuse range: level-A, -B, -C, and -D. Level-C is the most practical
one; however, it still requires manyfold memory bandwidth depending on the search
range used in ME. To further handle this requirement, Beric et al. [12] employs a
two-level memory hierarchy, which relies on the pixel data reuse properties of the
underlying video processing algorithms. Sliding-L1 approach is the most practical
both in terms of L1-cache area and off-chip memory bandwidth followed by stripe-L1
approach. Moreover, additional memory bandwidth saving can be obtained by using
meandering scan instead of raster scan [12], in which consecutive lines are processed
in reverse directions for increased reuse of pixel-data unlike raster scan where they
are processed in the same direction; meandering scan also helps improve the implicit
smoothness due to the use of reverse direction on alternating rows. In FRC, ME
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and MCTFI drives the need for increased memory bandwidth. To keep the memory
bandwidth at manageable levels not only ME should evade multiple pass algorithms
but also pipelining should be employed to maximize the reuse of pixel-data for ME
and MCTFI modules.
The proposed TME algorithm employs explicit and implicit smoothness con-
straints in using BMA, namely, ENS algorithm [36]. For FRC, ENS algorithm is
employed for ME in two stages; for 8×8 and 4×4 blocks, in order. In addition, mean-
dering scan is used for reduced memory bandwidth and improved implicit smoothness.
The following subsections give the details for each stage.
4.3.3.1 ME for 8×8 blocks
For each 8×8 block, predictor MVs are obtained using the proposed adaptive clus-
tering algorithm as outlined in Algorithm 1. In this clustering algorithm, MVs of
the spatiotemporally neighboring blocks shown in Figure 26 and zero MV are used as
input. In addition to the colocated block and its 8-neighbors in the previous frame,
four additional diagonal blocks are used to improve the temporal convergence [32]. In
the current frame, only the causal blocks of the 8-neighbors and block at (j−1, i+ 2)
are used; for right-to-left scan direction these positions are vertically mirrored. The
resulting clustering output will have at least one or at most K predictor MVs. In
addition, a predictor MV for global motion is used for faster convergence of large
global motions. A low complexity global ME method is used to obtain this predic-
tor; it divides the current and reference frames into N1×M1 grid of sub-images and
calculates their horizontal and vertical projections to find a global MV [64] for each
direction independently. Then, the predictor MV giving the minimum cost is selected
as the winner and ME is performed around this point for additional search points.
For ease of explanation, the set of k-pixels away 8-neighbors of n is defined as






Figure 26: Predictor set for 8×8 blocks. (a) Predictors on previous frame. (b)
Predictor on current frame.
where (x, y) denotes the rectangular coordinates relative to the location of a pixel of
interest n. First, points in N 1n,8 of the search center are checked, and the minimum
BDM point is found. Then, the remaining N 1n,8 of the minimum BDM point are
checked; depending on the location of the minimum cost being at the center of a side
or at a corner of the previous k×k grid, either additional three or five points are
checked, respectively. Second, points in N 3n,8 of the search center are checked, and
the minimum BDM point is found. Then, the remaining N 3n,8 of this minimum BDM
point are checked. A possible set of check points is shown in Figure 27(a), where
empty or filled circles and diamonds indicate the check points or minimum BDM
points, respectively, at each step. The resulting search point with the minimum cost
is the coarse MV of this block. Subsequently, it is further refined for 4×4 blocks as
explained in the following subsection.
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(a) (b)
Figure 27: Search points of ENS algorithm. (a) A possible set of search points of
ENS algorithm for 8×8 blocks. (b) Set of search points of ENS algorithm for 4×4
blocks.
4.3.3.2 ME for 4×4 blocks
For each 4×4 block, predictor MVs are obtained from the coarse MVs of 8×8 blocks
obtained in the previous stage. Each 4×4 block considers its 8-neighbors. Since
some of the neighbors fall into the same 8×8 block, only a subset of them could be
considered. Diagonal neighbors uniquely represent this subset. Figure 28 shows the
diagonal neighbors of a 4×4 block at each possible quadrant location of a 8×8 block.
Considering only the diagonal neighbors of each 4×4 block gives four predictor MVs.
Out of these four predictor MVs, the one giving the minimum cost is chosen as the
winner, and ME is performed on neighboring eight locations as shown in Figure 27(b).
Using the cost of eight neighboring locations, MV with sub-sample accuracy (SSA)
can be obtained without using the costly sub-sample ME [36].
At the end of these two stages, MV with SSA is obtained for each 4×4 block.
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Current frame
Figure 28: Predictor set for 4×4 blocks for each possible quadrant location. Gray
block denotes the current 4×4 block, and patterned blocks denote its predictor blocks.
4.4 Motion-compensated Frame Interpolation
Applying TME, as explained in Section 4.3, gives MVs with SSA for each 4×4 block.
As discussed in Section 4.2, ME can be employed in one of the following ways: 1)
forward, 2) backward, 3) bidirectional; or a combination of them. To enable better
quality multiple interpolation frames between two existing frames UME is employed
instead of BME; to better handle occlusion regions effectively for better quality both
forward and backward TME are used. Occluded areas exist in one of the two suc-
cessive frames; depending on these areas being covering or uncovering corresponding
former or latter frame has the necessary information, and the interpolated frame
should be constructed accordingly. In addition, to prevent blocking artifacts in the
interpolated frame, dense motion field at the interpolation instant will be obtained
and used for temporal interpolation. In the following subsections, obtaining dense
motion field and performing interpolation using both forward and backward dense
motion fields are explained.
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Figure 29: Unidirectional ME and its projection to the intermediate frame.
4.4.1 Obtaining Dense Motion Field
Applying backward and forward TME between frames Ik and Ik+1 will result in MVFs
dbk+1 and d
f
k , respectively, where superscript denotes the direction. Although tempo-
rally shifting them to obtain the MVFs at k + α is more straightforward compared
with projecting them, it gives inaccurate MVs especially for large values. Hence, these
MVFs will be projected to k+ α for better interpolated image quality. Although the
use of UME results in a contiguous MVF at its associated anchor frame, the projected
MVF at interpolation instant may not be contiguous. In fact, it will have overlap
and hole regions due to differing MV values of neighboring blocks as illustrated in
Figure 29.






k+α, respectively, will result in
overlaps due to areas with multiple MV assignment. Out of multiple MVs passing
through the same block, choosing the one with lower BDM gives better interpolated
image quality. When the projection of multiple MVs intersect at a block of interpo-
lated frame at k+α, the size of overlap may range from 1 to |Bi,j| pixels. To minimize
the number of overlaps, block Bi,j can be partitioned into small blocks by assigning
the same MV before projection. A 4×4 block can be partitioned into 4 or 16 equal
size blocks. Although partitioning into pixel resolution results in the smallest area
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overlaps, partitioning into 2×2 blocks is a better trade-off between quality and com-
plexity considering the subsequent filtering step. Each forward and backward MV for
a 2×2 block is first assigned its parent’s MV and then projected as follows:
dbk+α
[
bi,j + (1− α)dbk+1[bi,j ]
]







= dfk [bi,j ], (28)
where bi,j denotes the index of each 2×2 block.
After all the blocks are projected, some of the 2×2 blocks of the MVFs dbk+α and
dfk+α may not have any MV assignment, and the resulting holes of the MVFs may be







where superscript is omitted since the equation is the same for both forward and




0 if dk+α[bl,m] is a hole,
ED(bl,m) if dk+α[bl,m] is not a hole,
(30)
where ED(bl,m) is the BDM of block bl,m. For lower complexity implementation all
MVs in a neighborhood can be treated equally by using ED(bl,m) = 1 instead of
BDM. In the proposed method a 5×5 window is used for 2-D filtering along with
uniform weights. It is worth noting that in some of the sequences it is possible that a
hole region larger than filter support may exist; and, this results in the denominator
of (29) to be zero. Although it is possible to implement a preemptive approach in
software, such as using a larger support for the filter or eroding the MVF to close the
remaining holes, these may not be feasible for a hardware approach. Alternatively,
the MV will be assigned to zero if the denominator of (29) equals zero for a hardware
friendly implementation.
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After MV projection and hole filling, all of the 2×2 blocks of the MVFs dbk+α and
dfk+α will have a MV assignment. To further refine the MVs to pixel level to obtain
the dense motion field, bilinear interpolation is employed. Resulting dense motion
field is used to obtain the interpolated frame.
4.4.2 Interpolation
Obtained dense motion fields at the interpolation instant are used to generate the
interpolated frame. Existence of occlusion areas between neighboring frames compli-
cates the interpolation process since they may exist in either one of them. Occlusion
areas are either covering or uncovering depending on the former or latter frame has
the necessary information. An uncovering area at frame k + 1 does not have its cor-
respondence at frame k, hence the backward MVs in this area may not be accurate.
To accurately find the motion of this occlusion area frame k + 2 has to be used as it
would have the corresponding area. Similarly, for an covering area at frame k, frame
k − 1 has to be utilized to find the corresponding MV of this covering area. Hence,
to effectively handle occlusion regions between two frames, one additional frame in
each direction is required, resulting in total four frames. This, however, increases the
complexity and storage requirements of the solution. To enable a low-complexity so-
lution, we employ only two neighboring frames and gracefully obtain the interpolated
images.
To handle the occlusion areas using two frames, some methods employ occlusion
detection mechanisms and use their detection results to interpolate the occlusion
area by selecting the pixels from the corresponding neighboring frame depending on
the area is covering or uncovering. However, such hard switching methods at pixel or
block level may produce strong local temporal artifacts that are very annoying during
the playback. It’s usually preferred to have a global degeneration than a strong local
distortion [32]. As a result, occlusion areas are dealt with implicitly using both
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forward and backward MVFs. In the proposed method, hard switching is avoided
by employing soft decision for occlusion areas. Both forward and backward MVFs
are used to generate the interpolated frame by mixing the forward and backward
interpolated frames inversely proportional to their motion-compensated error as
Ik+α[x] =
Ifk+α[x]















1 + ∆f [x]
)
Ibk+α[x]
2 + ∆b[x] + ∆f [x]
, (31)
where Ibk+α[x] and I
f
k+α[x] denote backward and forward interpolated pixel values, and









∣∣Ik[l− αdfk [l]]− Ik+1[l + (1− α)dfk [l]]∣∣, (33)
where for neighborhoodNx a 3×3 window is used instead of pixel difference to increase
the robustness when calculating the motion-compensated error value for each pixel.
In (31), one is added to the motion-compensated error to prevent possible division
by zero error.
Backward and forward interpolated pixel values are obtained from the neighboring
frames using both forward and backward MVFs as follows:






x + (1− α)dfk [x]
]
, (34)










4.5 Results and Discussion
Assessment of FRC is not an easy task. Although it is desirable to have an objective
assessment approach to compare frame interpolation techniques for video, unfortu-
nately there is not any accepted objective criterion in the literature that gives mean-
ingful results. Instead of measuring the quality of the overall video, current approach
adopted by researchers is to measure the quality of the interpolated frames as follows:
first, temporally down-sample the video sequence, usually by two; second, interpolate
these down-sampled frames using FRC techniques; third, compare with the original
video frames using objective metrics, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural Similarity (SSIM) [101].
The distortion introduced into image/video can be classified into three categories
in regard to the human visual perception as sub-, near-, and supra-threshold dis-
tortions [70, 104]. Sub-threshold distortion is below just-noticeable difference (JND)
and usually imperceivable by the HVS; near-threshold distortion is slightly above
JND; and, supra-threshold distortion generally appears in a structured form, such as
blockiness, ghosting, and blurring. While PSNR has good performance on measuring
near-threshold distortion, SSIM has good performance on measuring both near- and
supra-threshold artifacts [104]. Since supra-threshold dominates the human visual
perception, SSIM is a more meaningful measure than PSNR in terms of the HVS.
However, PSNR is more commonly used for comparison in the literature. PSNR sim-
ply measures the mean squared error; however, SSIM is constructed by incorporating
luminance, contrast, and structure information at each pixel locality. Therefore, both
PSNR and SSIM values are used for comparison with recent state-of-the-art methods
proposed in the literature. In addition, the overall video quality is assessed subjec-
tively for the temporal artifacts. The proposed algorithm has been successfully tested
on a variety of video sequences; only a few of the results are shown in this paper.
Eleven video sequences of common intermediate format (CIF) size (352×288) and
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one video sequence of HD720p size (1280×720) are used for in this paper, which are
widely available in the video processing literature. These sequences are: News, Stefan,
Foreman, Mother & Daughter, Mobile, Highway, Football (b), Tt, Garden, Paris,
Container, and Crew. The proposed algorithm is compared with recently proposed
state-of-the art FRC algorithms presented by Kang et al. [51] and Wang et al. [96]
et al., and several other existing algorithms they used for comparison [26, 30, 66, 69].
In addition, a professional video production suite, Apple Final Cut Studio (Apple
FCS), is used for comparison [6]; specifically, Motion 4 application in Apple FCS is
used to perform MCTFI. Apple FCS uses optical flow for MCTFI to generate high-
quality interpolated frames and does not generate blocking artifacts as other methods
used for comparison [26, 30, 51, 66, 69, 96]. Also, it should be noted that since Apple
FCS works with video in RGB format, test sequences have been converted between
YCbCr and RGB formats so that MCTFI can be applied by Apple FCS. To prevent
the mismatch due to color conversion in PSNR and SSIM calculation, the original
sequence went through the same color format conversion between YCbCr and RGB
as well.
4.5.1 Objective Assessment
Comparison of the objective measures PSNR and SSIM of the proposed algorithm
against the method presented by Kang et al. [51] and other algorithms they used for
comparison [26,66,69] and Aplle FCS [6] are shown in Table 4. Number of frames used
in comparison is shown in third column of the table along with the resolution of each
sequence. The method of Kang et al. achieves an average maximum improvement
of PSNR and SSIM by 1.62 dB and 0.025, respectively, compared to other methods.
Apple FCS and the proposed method substantially improve the values compared to
the method of Kang et al. [51]; Apple FCS gives an average increase in PSNR and
SSIM by 3.6 dB and 0.061, respectively; and, the proposed method gives an average
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increase in PSNR and SSIM by 4.36 dB and 0.07, respectively.
Comparison of the objective measures PSNR and SSIM of the proposed algorithm
against the method presented by Wang et al. [96] and other algorithms they used for
comparison [26, 30] and Aplle FCS [6] are shown in Table 5. Number of frames used
in comparison is shown in second column of the table for each sequence. The method
of Wang et al. achieves an average maximum improvement of PSNR by 4.58 dB
compared to other methods. Apple FCS and the proposed method substantially
improve the values compared to the method of Wang et al. [96]; Apple FCS gives
an average increase in PSNR by 1.68 dB; and, the proposed method gives an average
increase in PSNR by 3.66 dB.
In summary, Apple FCS and the proposed method give significantly improved
objective results compared to existing MCTFI algorithms. In addition, the pro-
posed method gives slightly better results than Apple FCS. On average, the proposed
method gives an average increase in PSNR and SSIM by 0.7 dB and 0.009, respec-
tively, in sequences shown in Table 4; 2 dB and 0.026, respectively, in sequences shown
in Table 5.
4.5.2 Subjective Assessment
Subjective assessment of up-converted video sequences supplements the quantitative
assessment given above in Tables 4 and 5. Existing MCTFI methods have poor sub-
jective video quality mainly due to blocking artifacts. Unlike the existing methods,
both Apple FCS and the proposed algorithm do not suffer from the blocking artifacts
mainly due to the use of dense motion field at the interpolation instant. Hence, the
proposed method is compared against the Apple FCS output for subjective quality.
When both videos are played, the proposed algorithm offers comparable or better
quality than Apple FCS; snapshots of videos are shown in Figures 30 and 31, and are
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available at the specified filename. To support this conclusion, some of the interpo-
lated frames of Apple FCS and the proposed method, and their corresponding SSIM
maps are given in Figures 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 for tested video sequences.
SSIM values range between 0 and 1 inclusive; 0 denotes bad and 1 denotes good
match, which correspond to dark and bright pixel values, respectively. To show SSIM
maps of Y, Cb, and Cr channels together in one image, SSIM values of both chroma
channels are transformed by 1− x
2
; consequently, combined SSIM value of both chroma
channels corresponds to the first quadrant of the Cb-Cr plane and each Cb and Cr
channel SSIM values can be shown with shades of red and blue colors, respectively,
and their combination. SSIM maps given in Figures 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39
show combined SSIM maps of Y, Cb, and Cr for each interpolated frame.
MC-FRC results of some of the interpolated frames for different sequences ob-
tained by Apple FCS and the proposed method are shown in Figures 32, 33, 34,35,
36, 37, 38, and 39. In both figures, columns correspond to different video sequences
and rows correspond to (in order): original frame, interpolated frame of Apple FCS,
interpolated frame of the proposed method, SSIM map of the Apple FCS interpolated
frame, and SSIM map of the proposed method interpolated frame.
For frame 20 of Tt sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by 3.4 dB
and SSIM by 0.058 compared with Apple FCS. As can be seen from the SSIM maps,
Apple FCS gives bad match around the arm and the ball, whereas the proposed
method limits the bad match only to boundary.
For frame 78 of Foreman sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by
0.84 dB and SSIM by 0.019 compared with Apple FCS. Apple FCS causes ghosting
around nose, ear, hat, and collar. Overall, bad matches in the interpolated frame of
the proposed method is much less than the interpolated frame of Apple FCS.
For frame 60 of Stefan sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by 2.567 dB
and SSIM by 0.042 compared with Apple FCS. Apple FCS causes text ”harman” on
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the sign to break up and boundary line to get deform. In addition, bad match around
the player and left and right boundary of the image is more in Apple FCS interpolated
frame than the interpolated frame of the proposed method.
For frame 58 of Mobile sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by 0.803 dB
and SSIM by 0.008 compared with Apple FCS. Apple FCS causes ghosting on last
row of the numbers on calendar and slightly worse match around the ball.
For frame 50 of Paris sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by 3.195 dB
and SSIM by 0.022 compared with Apple FCS. Apple FCS causes bad match around
man’s head, green books behind his head, books behind woman’s head, and woman’s
hands. Overall, bad matches in the interpolated frame of Apple FCS are more promi-
nent than the interpolated frame of the proposed method.
For frame 18 of Highway sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by
5.213 dB and SSIM by 0.023 compared with Apple FCS. Apple FCS causes some
parts of left line marking to have double image and gives bad match on some parts
of the barrier.
For frame 4 of Football (b) sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by
1.423 dB and SSIM by 0.125 compared with Apple FCS. Unlike the proposed method,
in addition to bad matches around the boundary of players Apple FCS causes bad
matches on the grass around the players. This particularly creates very annoying
temporal artifacts when the video is played.
For frame 172 of Crew sequence, the proposed method improves PSNR by 2.631 dB
and SSIM by 0.022 compared with Apple FCS. Unlike the proposed method, in addi-
tion to bad matches around astronaut’s hand Apple FCS causes bad matches on logo
prints in the neighborhood of hand.
In summary, the proposed method gives better match than Apple FCS. This
advantage mainly comes from the accuracy of the motion estimation. Since the
proposed algorithm employs both implicit and explicit smoothness constraints in a
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way to prevent the continuity of MVF at object boundaries it can successfully obtain
TMVs in the frame without over-smoothing the MVF. Also, use of UME in forward
and backward direction, obtaining dense motion field at the interpolation instant, and
gracefully obtaining the interpolated frame using both forward and backward MVs
help prevent the blocking artifacts and handle occlusions implicitly without creating
halo.
4.5.3 Complexity Analysis
Both computational complexity and memory bandwidth are critical for real-time
hardware and software implementations. Computational complexity comparison of
MC-FRC methods can be assessed by comparing the number of SAD calculations
performed in ME. The decision of using unidirectional or bidirectional ME algorithm
impacts not only the memory bandwidth utilization but also computational com-
plexity. To better understand the comparison of memory bandwidth utilization by
different MC-FRC methods, consider an up-conversion ratio of r.
In terms of number SAD calculations, the proposed method has much lower com-
putational complexity than the benchmark methods of Wang et al. [96] and Kang et
al. [51]. The proposed method uses a FME in conjunction with predictive search not
only to decrease the number of search points but also to enforce implicit smoothness
on the MVF. However, both of the benchmark methods use the full search algorithm;
as a result, they have much more number of calculations per block.
Similarly, the proposed method has a much lower memory bandwidth utilization
than the benchmark methods. Since they make use of the bidirectional ME, ME has
to be performed r − 1 times, once for each interpolated frame, for an up-conversion
ratio of r; whereas, the proposed method performs forward and backward ME once
for each pair of input frames regardless of the up-conversion ratio r.
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4.6 Conclusion
A novel true-motion estimation algorithm and its application to MC-FRC is pre-
sented. Computational-complexity, regularity, and memory bandwidth is considered
when designing the algorithm so that a low-complexity implementation in ASIC or
FPGA can be easily achieved. The proposed TME algorithm imposes implicit and
explicit smoothness constraints on BMA to obtain more accurate MVs with SSA rep-
resenting the projected object motion. Obtained MVs from forward and backward
ME are refined to lower block sizes and projected to the interpolation frame instant.
Resulting MVs at the interpolation instant are efficiently handled for overlaps and
holes to obtain a dense motion field. Finally, forward and backward dense motion
fields are used to gracefully obtain the interpolated frame so that blocking artifacts
are prevented and occlusions are implicitly handled without creating halo.
Objective and subjective assessment of the proposed method shows that it gives
better results in comparison to other existing algorithms. Obtained interpolated
frames are free from blocking artifacts, provide higher picture quality, and are visually
more pleasing than others; in addition, perceptual temporal quality is also better
than the existing methods when the resulting video sequence is played. Unlike some
algorithms, it does not introduce flicker, which is a crucial requirement for video
applications.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 30: Subjective MC-FRC results of the proposed method and the Apple
FCS for sequences: (a,b) container, (c,d) crew720p, (e,f) football b, (g,h) foreman,
(i,j) garden, and (k,l) highway. Suffixes pro and fcs in the filenames refer to the
proposed method and the Apple FCS results, respectively.
(a) (dikbas salih 201112 phd container pro.mov, 41M)
(b) (dikbas salih 201112 phd container fcs.mov, 42M)
(c) (dikbas salih 201112 phd crew720p pro.mov, 268M)
(d) (dikbas salih 201112 phd crew720p fcs.mov, 265M)
(e) (dikbas salih 201112 phd football b pro.mov, 34M)
(f) (dikbas salih 201112 phd football b fcs.mov, 36M)
(g) (dikbas salih 201112 phd foreman pro.mov, 40M)
(h) (dikbas salih 201112 phd foreman fcs.mov, 42M)
(i) (dikbas salih 201112 phd garden pro.mov, 56M)
(j) (dikbas salih 201112 phd garden fcs.mov, 56M)
(k) (dikbas salih 201112 phd highway pro.mov, 260M)
(l) (dikbas salih 201112 phd highway fcs.mov, 242M)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 31: Subjective MC-FRC results of the proposed method and the Apple FCS
for sequences: (a,b) mobile, (c,d) mother, (e,f) news, (g,h) paris, (i,j) stefan, and (k,l)
tt. Suffixes pro and fcs in the filenames refer to the proposed method and the Apple
FCS results, respectively.
(a) (dikbas salih 201112 phd mobile pro.mov, 58M)
(b) (dikbas salih 201112 phd mobile fcs.mov, 61M)
(c) (dikbas salih 201112 phd mother pro.mov, 32M)
(d) (dikbas salih 201112 phd mother fcs.mov, 34M)
(e) (dikbas salih 201112 phd news pro.mov, 39M)
(f) (dikbas salih 201112 phd news fcs.mov, 40M)
(g) (dikbas salih 201112 phd paris pro.mov, 176M)
(h) (dikbas salih 201112 phd paris fcs.mov, 182M)
(i) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stefan pro.mov, 45M)
(j) (dikbas salih 201112 phd stefan fcs.mov, 48M)
(k) (dikbas salih 201112 phd tt pro.mov, 45M)
(l) (dikbas salih 201112 phd tt fcs.mov, 46M)
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(a)
(b) 32.501dB, 0.910 (c) 35.896dB, 0.968
(d) (e)
Figure 32: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 20 of Tt sequence: a) original, b)
output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 33.905dB, 0.931 (c) 34.745dB, 0.950
(d) (e)
Figure 33: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 78 of Foreman sequence: a) original,
b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 27.905dB, 0.923 (c) 30.472dB, 0.965
(d) (e)
Figure 34: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 60 of Stefan sequence: a) original,
b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 29.040dB, 0.957 (c) 29.843dB, 0.965
(d) (e)
Figure 35: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 58 of Mobile sequence: a) original,
b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 31.011dB, 0.953 (c) 34.206dB, 0.975
(d) (e)
Figure 36: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 50 of Paris sequence: a) original,
b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 30.502dB, 0.909 (c) 35.715dB, 0.932
(d) (e)
Figure 37: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 18 of Highway sequence: a) original,
b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM map of the
Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 25.653dB, 0.763 (c) 27.076dB, 0.888
(d) (e)
Figure 38: Objective MC-FRC results for frame 4 of Football (b) sequence: a)
original, b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM
map of the Apple FCS output, e) SSIM map of the proposed method.
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(a)
(b) 32.071dB, 0.903 (c) 34.702dB, 0.925
(d) (e)
Figure 39: Objective MC-FRC results for cropped frame 172 of Crew sequence: a)
original, b) output of the Apple FCS, c) output of the proposed method, d) SSIM






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Contributions
In this dissertation, a low-complexity solution to motion-compensated video frame
rate up-conversion is proposed. In obtaining this solution, the following have been
achieved.
• We presented a novel low-complexity fast motion estimation (FME) algorithm
to be used in frame rate up-conversion (FRC), which can be used in other video
processing and coding applications as well. To reduce the computational com-
plexity, we have proposed a FME algorithm capable of producing MVs with
SSA. Unlike existing FME algorithms, the proposed FME algorithm considers
both search point reduction and interpolation-free sub-sample ME simultane-
ously. The proposed FME algorithm is designed in such a way that the block
distortion measure (BDM) is modeled as a parametric surface in the vicinity of
the integer-sample motion vector to enable low computational complexity sub-
sample motion estimation without pixel interpolation. Experimental results
on video test sequences show that the proposed FME algorithm substantially
reduces computational complexity integer- and sub-sample ME considerably
compared with traditional methods at the cost of negligible MSE degradation
from the FS.
• A novel true-motion estimation algorithm and its application to MC-FRC is
presented. Computational-complexity, regularity, and memory bandwidth is
considered when designing the algorithm so that a low-complexity implementa-
tion in ASIC or FPGA can be easily achieved. The proposed TME algorithm
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imposes implicit and explicit smoothness constraints on BMA to obtain more
accurate MVs with SSA representing the projected object motion. Obtained
MVs from forward and backward ME are refined to lower block sizes and pro-
jected to the interpolation frame instant. Resulting MVs at the interpolation
instant are efficiently handled for overlaps and holes to obtain a dense motion
field. Finally, forward and backward dense motion fields are used to gracefully
obtain the interpolated frame so that blocking artifacts are prevented and oc-
clusions are implicitly handled without creating halo. Objective and subjective
assessment of the proposed method shows that it gives better results in compar-
ison to other existing algorithms. Obtained interpolated frames are free from
blocking artifacts, provide higher picture quality, and are visually more pleasing
than others. In addition, perceptual temporal quality is also better than the
existing methods when the resulting video sequence is played. Unlike some al-
gorithms, it does not introduce flicker, which is a crucial requirement for video
applications.
5.2 Future Research Directions
Real-time applications generally employ FME algorithms similar to the one presented
in this dissertation. These algorithms are usually heuristic search strategies that
are supported with comparable performance results. To the best of our knowledge,
no published work is reported that gives a unified framework for generating and
evaluating such search strategies. A unified framework will enable pre-assessment
between different search strategies before doing any simulation to compare number
of search points or PSNR for different video sequences. Derivative-free optimization
techniques [29] along with lattices and lattice sampling offers necessary tools for
building such a framework.
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The proposed TME algorithm employs explicit and implicit smoothness con-
straints in using BMA to give smoother MVF. The obtained MVF can be used in
other video processing and coding applications, such as denoising, deinterlacing, and
video compression, to get improved results as well. In real-time applications motion-
adaptive temporal noise filtering (TNF) is usually employed; motion-compensated
TNF can use the MVs from TME for better filtering performance. Similarly, dein-
terlacing algorithm can utilize motion-compensation to obtain improved performance
with respect to motion-adaptive deinterlacing. State-of-the-art video compression
standards utilize rate-distortion optimization to minimize the bit-rate at a given qual-
ity level, which is better than just minimizing the prediction error. As the proposed
TME is an MAP estimate, and the MAP estimate of d is equivalent to minimum de-
scription length estimate [7], the proposed TME can be employed in video encoding
as a lower complexity alternative to rate-distortion optimization.
The quality of the proposed MC-FRC can be further improved by using more
frames than two. Use of more frames will enable better handling of the occlusion
regions and object boundaries. Using both forward and backward TME results for
three frames will significantly improve the robustness of the algorithm at the expense
of increased implementation complexity.
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